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Chapter 1

T

Christian's life has ever been one of struggle. Even our
Lord found himself faced with opposition throughout his
ministry and was eventually nailed to a cross by the enemies of
truth. In every country since, Christians have had to wrestle
against "principalities and powers, against the rulers of darhess
of this worId." These powers of evil most commonly present themselves in the ordinary temptations of every day, but in addition
they periodically become related to large, overwhelming social or
p o l i t i d movements. Fox the early Christians, the Roman demand
for emperor-worship was such a faith-testing movement. More
recently, we have seen nazism challenging the Christian Church;
and today we are confronted with communism, which is probably the greatest mass movement since the rise of Christianity
itself. Within the past 30 years it has come to rule over one-third
of the world's population, and its adherents and agents cover
the globe.
We naturally ask: "Why? What is the power of communism
that appeals to so many mi11ionsY' We need only look thoughtfully
around 11s to discovcr the root of the attraction: the evils prevalent
in society. The majority of the world's people are miserable and
unhappy, struggling against poverty, hunger, disease, unemployment, illiteracy, political corruption, inequalities, oppression, and
war. As Mr. Warren Austin recently said to the United Nations,
where he represents the United States: "We live in a world in
which most of our fellowmen eat too little, live too wretchedly,
and die too young." Any voice which offers a way out of these
conditions is going to be heard, and communism i s just such a
voice. In general, we may say that communism attracts because
in the presence of these conditions it offers a philosophy, a passion,
and a plan of action.
*5m
HE

Philosophy
A well-known En#&
in these words:

Communist describes his party's appeal

"Communism is the phiIosophy of hope and of faith in humanity. We are certaiu that mankind possesses the ability to
control its destiny. We are convinced tbat'mankindis advanc
ing out of darkness towards an existence in which wars, p v erty, and misery will be unknown except as matters of
discussion ia the history books. It is tbis which gives communism its strength"
Again, he writes:
"It is because tbe Communist outlook is founded on scienMc,
historical proof that it is so strong. Recently I visited Hungary

and Czechoslovakia where Communist parties are leading
the people to the establishment of sociatism. Eve'ywhere,
among the masses of the people, there is a new jay of life,
an inspitation which comes from the fact that life, in these
countries, has a purpose-the security and happiness of the
common people. In these countries, the task for the writers
is to inspire the people to conquer the bounties of nature, to
wrest from the earth an abunddnce of what man requires for
full development No room, in such conditions, for philom
phies of despair."'

Many people in the mechdcal, industrialized world of today
feel that life has l& ib meaning. Sucb is the comquence of the
loss of faith spoken of above. To them communism comes offering
a philosophy that explains the world and that makes their own
individual life count for something inthe march Of human history.

Passim
It is not &cult to see how powerful these ideas are and how
mdtitudes of men would be led by tbm to adopt this a p t l y
optimistic philosophy, It is a h very evident from the description
above that communism provides more than a p h i l q h y . It pro1. WUIiam CalhcW, The C m fm CommPmkm. Fmguh Bmk, f-.
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vides, secondly, a paion, a stmng, e m a t i d drive, &muding
the complete devotion of its followers. As a specific exmnpIe of
this, we may quote a young Russian who gave himself to communism M y after the revolution in that country. H e grapbidy
describes the dramatic power of the new gystem as foIIows:

The n e w s p a p were IMIl with the d
l to a bettar life for
the country. Pwr and backward R u s h was at last an the highroad to pgma-it only remained for everyone to dig more
coal, raise more grain, acquire more culture. I read the hvocations as if they were addressed personally to me. , I felt
myself part of something new, big, exciting. . Now life had
for me an urgency, a purpose, a uew and killing dimension
of dedication to a muse. I was one of the elite, chosen by history to lead my -try
and the whole world out of darkness
into the smidist light.
There were defects, extensfve
suffering. But there was ollso the life of te&
excitement
and inflamed hops. '. . We were caught up in a fervor of
work at times touched with delirium. TopeapIelike myself,
possessed by the idea and the faith, todays pain seemed only
a necessary payment for the glorious future awaiting the
country and its peoplemq

..

..

...

.

...

The author of these words has since renounced communism,
but we ean readiIy x e where its original shength lay for him.
D m largely by emotional pulls, he found identification with
a great movement; he was given a m e of power and achievement; and he discovered a new faith which roused him to a
religious type of fervor and devotion.
Plan of Action
In the third place, communism provides a definite pbn of
a d o n which inspires motives just as shng as the preceding,
though of a more m a t 4 nature, Those who respond to this kind
of appeal include the numerous p u p s of the ndhing and underprivileged, who have been didIusioned by the duWled promises
of other programs and who lmk to this revolutionary movement

.

hope. For communism feeds on discontent
and is wont to pose as b champion of any oppressed group.
Racial minorities, for example, am told that in Russia all xace
d h r h h t I o n has been eliminated and that Communists will
campaign on b e h d of the dispossessed everywhere. Colonfal peaples are urged to strive for independence from their present
fmign rulers. Crusaders for women's equal rights are encouraged
to believe that the Communist party is their best friend. Then
there are the billion illiterates-half of the world's popuIationwho fur: demanding release from heir intellechral captivity and
whose cause the Communists uphold. It is inhesting tbat Dr.
Laubach of the World L i t e q Committee has fwnd governments
h o s t everywhere eagex to accept his assbbmce in promoting a
literay campaign, and one of the reasons they give is that Communists filter into the country, stirring up the hatred of the people
against the government and saying: W e made Russia literate,
and now w e 1 make you literate,"
It was the Communists' vigorous plan of action which appealed
to a certain village of steelworkers a few years ago. Listen to
one of the housewives describe it: *As our husbands started to
cIirnb the hill to work one morning, everyone in the village was
happy, for that day we were to pay the h a 1 installments on our
homes. AU of our families had s a d c e d and slumped for years,
and that day was to see the Wlment of pr dreams. LittIe did
we imagine that the men were going to the mill for the last time.
That night, when the &y's work was done, they were told tbat
the steel mill was clohg. The o w r p y had decided to move dl
the plant down to the coast n m r to the ship which brought I
the iron ore from across the seas. Our homes were ow own, to be
sure, but to what avail? Without jobs for wr men, their d u e
dropped almost to nothing, and despair took possession of the
village.'' Is it any wonder that the place h m e known as a hotbed of violence and revolution?Or is it suqmbhg k t the villagers
eagerly responded when a goup of men came to them with slogans
such as: "Equality for all!" "Every man hs a right to workP "Act
today for a better ~ o r r o w l " ?The most urgent factor in tbis
a s e was the need for mnomic heedom, for m p from the
as a last, desperate

3. Frank hubmb, W&

UPw B b Up, NOW
Ycaki Rmdl, 1951. p. 70.
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paralyzing fear of poverty and unemployment the desperate feeling that there was simply no other way out.
However, it is not always his own personal interest which
leads a man to accept communism.There are also those who are
moved with compassion for the underprivileged, though they
themselves are living in fairly fortunate circumstances. Many of
the better-educated people are found in this group. A good example is the noted French writer, Andm Gide,who once said:
"Why do I long for communism? Because I believe it to be
equitable and b u s e I suffw on account of
injustices
which I feeI more strongly tban ever when it is myself who
am favored.
Becauw I believe that throu* f we shaU be
able to reach the bighest culture and h u s e it is communism
which can indeed most promote a new and better form of
civilization. . What brought me to communism with my
whole heart was the fact of the privileged position which I
personally enjoyed that seemed to be preposterous and intolerable.I once bad occasion to talk with one of the shipwrecked
survivors of Za Bowgogne,' and he told me that he had been
lucky enough to get into a lifeboat in w W a number of
men had got away; If more had been taken in, the boat would
have capsized and sunk. The men in s
a
e
f on board, armed
with jackknives and hatch&, had hacked off the hands of
those who, clinging to the sides of the boat, were endeavoring
to scramble in out of the sea. The knowledge of behg one
of those in the lifeboat, of being safeI whirst others round
me are drowning, that feeling became intolerable to me,"*

...

..

Here was an idealist who felt that he had no right to five In
better conditions than ather men and yet who was frustrated ia
his &orb to change things under the present system of society;
therefore, he became convinced that only communism a d d
bring about a more just quality and a fairer distribution of this
world's goods. Gide was later disillusioned and then took his
place in the ranks of those who abandoned the Communist cause,
but his experience serves to show how an intellectual may be
led to support this movement,
4. RlFhsrd Crmamm, ed., The God That F a h d . New Yotlr, Hsrper. 1960, pp. 188-70.
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How Have W e Failed?
Indeed, when we observe the power with wbich communism
has drawn same of the choice m&& of our day, we are inclined
to ask why they have given themselves to it rather than to Christianity. Is there something lacking in present-day Christianijr?
Surely it is not lacking in social motivation, for the prophets were
constantly crying out against injustice and oppression, whiIe our
lliord declared himself to be the fdfdment of Isaiah's ringing
w&:
Tbe Spirit of the Lard is upon me, because he hath
anointed me to preach good news to the poor; he has sent me
to proclaim release to the captiveg and recovering of sight to the
blind, to set at Iiberty those who are o p p d . " No clearer caU
to dchange could be asked for; CMst and his church have
historically denuunced the same evils which communism decries,
Nevertheless, the inaction of many Christians, the self-satisfaction
of numerous athers, and the want of a forward-looking program
among the churches have caused many a sensitive soul to seek
elsewhere for an answer to Me's pbfems. In a sense,then, Christians share the responsibility far the p w t h of the Communist
movement.
One thing is sure: W e cannot t d a y evade the fact that ~ l m munisrn is a force to be reckoned with. Its influence bas hecome
a part of our e v q d a y life, and so the thoughtful Christian wilI
want to treat it fairly. Before he passes judgment on it, he will
want to understand it. Cwscious of his own shortcomings, he
will seek to know the sources of its strength and its methods of
worrkfng. Coddent that he is not "of the world,- he will nevertheless recognize that he is *in the world" and will not shun his
responsibility to it. With such a spirit, the Christian is prepared
to study the theory and practice of communism.

1

Chapter Z

T

in all of its various aspects communism,we might say,
is an atheistic, materialistic religion, embodied today in a
political and economic system with totaIitarian power whicb
dominates one of the Iargest nations in the world, Russia, and
has spread from there, h g h o u t Eastem Europe and China.
There are many sides to communism each of which we shall have
to consider separately.
AKEN

A Theory of History
The originator of this movement was Karl Marx, who w a s born
in Germany early in the 1% century. Marx spent most of his life
in Germany and Enghd, and he deveIopd a philosophy that
was based on the two characbrhtic features of the society that
he saw there. These were (I) The conin
as being
able to find the key that would unlock all the mysteries of the
universe, and (2) the class stmggle between the capitalists and
the laborers in the expanding industry. Out of these things Marx
with his friend ,Engels developed a new science which he said
was the chief of all sciences. It was the science of history, the
science of those movements of shuggle ofthe dath of old systems
and the birth of new ones, which make up the story of the buman
race.
Marx said that all human history was determined by the way
men made a living and the way they owned the tools far mahog
a living. It is the material conditions of human existence that
determine a11 else: the government, tbe art,the science, the social
customs, even the religion that men have. Everything is in the
foundation of the emnomic system and therefore everythmg is
determined by the economic system. While Man d e d this
idea, which is called deteminism, too far, them is no denying the
fact that his insight has led to a much Mer understanding of

I1

the Iife of man. Elis economic interpretation of history has explained many sides of the human s t m y that had never before been
understood or appreciated. Christians am be thankful for the
truth that there is in these insights; Christians believe that God
is just as concexped about and active in man's economic life as
he is in man's social, artistic, or intellectual Me.
Marx said that the history of economic systems shows a d a t e
pattern of deveIopment First there is a given system of swiety,
which he d s the thesis. Then along m e s a newer and opposed
system, d e d the un#he&. These two struggle together 4 1
out of their shggle comes a third system, the sydmis. But soon
the synthesis itself will be challenged; it will become the thesis,
challenged by an antithesis that must struggle with it until a new
synthesis develops. Such is the deveIopment of history, said Marx.
(Hehad drawn many of these ideas from the pbirosopher Hegel.)
It is a development that proceeds a&g
to sdentiftc laws and
is therefore just as sure and just as dearly analyzable as the movements of the earth around the sun.
f n the present age the system of capitalism has misen as a synthesis out of the struggle of a new industry with the old feudal
order, It has made prominent two new classes of people. There
are the organizers of industry, the people with money who buy
machines and build factories and use what the factories earn to
buy more machines and b d d more factories. These people are
called oapitahts, beause they work with capital, that is money,
to organize ind-,
A h there are the workers of industry, the
people who run the machines in the factories. They have no money
to invest, but they can sell their own work to capitalists who pay
them wages for it. Industrial workers are called prohriam or
the proktariat, The capitalists are the new masters of d e t y , but
capitalism in turn has its own contradictions. Capitalists must
struggle with the proletarians, who represent a new system, and
as time goes on that struggle will grow fiercer. The cclpitalist system is producing the very ones who will finally overthrow it

An Economic Theory
Marx analyzed very acutely thm features of capitalism which
he said would lead to its destruction. He said it is the work men

do that creates everyhng else of value in the world. Thing
which we can have without any work, such as air and water, have
no value. It is labor that makes value. Machines that are used to
make valuable d c f e s , are themselves only the r d t of other
men's labor. In factories it is the labor of the working man that
creates the value of the products that are made. Yet the working
men do nat receive the full value of those products. Part of that
value is paid to atpitalists who own the factories and this they call
their profit Maxx believed that the capitalists are robbing the
workers of what should by rigbt be theirs.
More macbines and larger factories mean more p d t s fm the
~pitalists.So we see ever h g e r business organizations and ever
larger factories as one capitalist seeks to drive his cornpetitom out
of business. The result will be that all but a few capitalists will be
driven out of business and the remaining ones will ehbIish
monopoIies that wnml most of the ecmomic We of the country.
The capitalist class will get smaller and smaller while the proletariat will became larger until it includes p-cally
the whole
population. When that stage is reached the capitalists wilI not be
able to withstand the workers any longer.
As the mpitalists get fewer they will also become wealthier
because each of them will be receiving more p d t s . The workers,
on the other hand, will become poorer and poorer. Bemuse they
are not paid the full value of the things they make they cannot
buy all the things that the factories are producing. Therefore
unsold products pile up and up, CapitaIists try for a time to get
rid of these stockpiles by forcing them on backwad countries and
the result is imperialistic wars and conquest. But still the time
finally comes when the surp1us simply mmot be sold and so the
capitalist has to close his factory and stop produciag new things
until he can get rid of the extra goods:that he has. When thousands
of factories do this the result is a general depression with millions of men thrown wt of work and the whole economic system
comes to a standstill.

Marx showed remarkable insight in predicting in this way the
depressions that have characterized the growth of capitdim. He
also gave one of the most cogent explanations of why those disasters m e . However, he was wrong h thinking that the lot of
13

H e did not reckon
with the trade union movement, which, combined with increased
productivity has made the lot of the worker better and better
with ever higher wages and ever better living conditions as capitaIisrn has advanced. Nor did he realize that government regulations would prevent the full development of monopolies which
he expected.
Mam called on the workers to remedy their ills not by gradual
methods, like bade unionism or government regulations but by
the mdi-1 m e w or revolution, Workers of tbe world unite;
you have nothing to lose but your cbains," was his battle cry. The
proIetariat, he said, will seize the gwernment and then by means
of government power will t h e possession of the factories and run
them for the good of all rather than for the pro& of the few. The
government will own all the means of production-land, tools,
factories, etc.-which have thus far been owned privately. I l e r e
will be no need for paying profits to capitalists and therefore
there can be no excess production; the workers will be able to buy
e v q h n g that they produce. b u s e everything is controlled by
the government, there can be careful planning to see that production actually meets people's a d . Heretofore the govemment
has always been the agency for the members of the ruling class,
preserving their property rights and s p e d privileges. It has
been nothing but a cammittee of the property group to hold down
the workers, according to M m x But when the revolution comes
and the workers take it over, the government wiIl be truly for the
good of aU, since the workers include practically the whole population. T h e coming of this revolution Marx believed to be inevitable. The role of the Communists is only to show the workers
what they must certainly do, and to hasten the day when they
will revolt and crush th* oppressors. Thb is the march of bistoxy,
said Marx; It is the inevitable scientific evolution of the human
the workers would become worse and worse.

race.

An Ided Society
And after the revolution, what then? Then the proletarians,
d.They will take
the gains of science and industry, developed through the capitalnow liberated, wiU become the liberators of

istic era, and will make them serve mankind. There will be no
more exploitation of one class or anotber, because all men will
belong to the same class. And since private property, which is
the root of exploitation and of all injustice, wdl have disappeared,
evil itself will disappear. In this new type of society there will be
trw communism, the free sharing of all by everyone. Science
and industry, wed for tbe common good, will provide an abundance of ben&ts: On the banners of that society will be written
a new slogan: -From each according to his ability to each according to his needsl"
And so, says Marx, history will reach its cfimax and be stabilized. There will be no struggle, no more thesis, antithe&, and
synthesis, for there will be no classes to struggle with each other
In this way. The classIess Communist st* will be the hal
synthesis of all. bnin, who is Mamas greatest disciple, bas described that final state thus:
*And then will democracy itself be@ to wither away due to
the simple facts that freed from capitalistic s l a v q , from the untold horrors, savageries and h€amies of the c a p i W c exploitation,people will gradually h
e accustomed to the observance
of the elemend rules of &a1 life that have been known for
centuries and repeated for thousan* of years in all dm1 books;
they will become accustomed to observing them without force,
without compulsion, witbwt subordination, and without the special apparatus for compulsion which is called the state."'
This is one of the most ophdstic doctrines ever propounded,
for it fails to reckon with the innate sinhbess of v e n e r a t e
man, even when he is found in an ideal environment

A Power Movement
Lenin lad the Rusdan revolution in 1917 and was the &st Communist to wield supreme power in any land, H e was an abIe
tactician and he developed the Communist theory to fit the new
situation. Ha formed the Communist party into a tightly h i t
organization with the strictest discipline. Throughout the world
the party beame a single unit obeying promptly and unhesitatingly the orders that came from the center.
1. N.L d n . Slele and Rmal&m, p. 74.

The completeness of Moscow's a m h l of the party in everp
country was shown in the days of tbe Nazi-Soviet pact. In 1989
when this pact was signed all the Communist parties, which had
for years been campaigning for a united front against fasdsm,
suddenly forgot about their allies in their campaign and W e
a d v o c a ~of keeping peace with fascism, and keeping as q
nations as possible out of the war: They joined d the peace move
ments and p a = conferences. Then suddenly, in 1941,when Hitler
attacked Russia, within a day's time dl the Communist parties in
the world had reversed their position. They dropped all the peace
movements and m e all out for war. Even in countries that were
under foreign rule, where they had always o p p d the conquerors and their "imperialist war," they now bmme loyal supporters of the government and did everything to further the war
&ortortSince the war this same subservience to Moscow can be
seen. There can be much disagreement with the ladership within
a national Communist party, but as long as that leadership keeps
the mddenoe of Moscow it stays in power. Once it loses that
caddenoe it is lost. Within the last few years the Indian Communist party has experienced mu& opposition inside its own
ranks, but none of that opposition proved able to unseat the Ieadership or change the policy. Then an attack on the leaders appeared
in the Cominform organ, "For a Lasting Pea=, for a People's
Demmcy," and immediateIy both leadership and policy were
changed. The Japanese party a short time ago received a Macow
repudiation of its leadership and policy as a complete surprise,
but the dethronement and the swing were no less immediate and
complete. The party may be either above ground, or underground
according to whichever seems the best strategy.
Men Communists are sent to work secretly in non-Communist
organizatio~s.They are &bil
n the use of propaganda, keeping
up a constant e a r n of it, not waithag to get out well-reasoned
and factually true documents. They call names and use rousing
slogans which demand immediate action, thus appealing to those
who have no patience for slow pmsses. They try to control newspapers md information sheets in s c h d , f a d e s , and get into
places of d u e n c e on the editorial bards of all sorts of magazines
and newspapers, and other propaganda agencies. If a person

reads one of their publications regularly for a week, several times
a year he can learn to recognize.catchwords, and what they are
for and what they axe against. They carry on educational projects
under the *frontmof names that stand for something very different. In New York they have a school d e d the "JeffersunSchooY
in Boston, The Adamr Schooln and in Chiago the 12incoln

Sch001~all named for famws leaders of capitaht democracy.
The Erst step is not usually open atha& but the sowing ofseeds
of distrust about people or organizaaons which oppose them.
What they say does not have to be true.
They use techniques of confusion. They fear socialists and
democrats far more than people on "the right" because these
middle-ground people have much more chance of winning s u p
port and defeating the Communist program. In order to put these
middle-ground people into a bad light with *the right"they often
identify themselves with them, get them labelled *redmand so
create distrust and confu9ion. Another techtuque of confusion is
to make it appear that myone who opposes them is, therefore,
against social security, racial equality, or other gwd thing which
may be advocated by others as well as by the Communists.
Secret cells are formed These d s often begin as study groups.
The avowed purpose may be to fight social d s which any
idealistic young person should feel a responsibility about, Thete
may be such subjects as: 'How Can W e Secure Peamy or "How
Can We Bring about Racial EqualityP: or -How Can W e Better
the Working Conditions of the Laboring MmP Thqr justify
secrecy by telling members that their jobs may be endangered if

the problems being discussed becume hown. Probably the real
purpose at this time, where the problems are those which could
and s h d d be discussed openly, fs to acmdmn cell members to
the atmosphere of secrecy and the morals of conspiracy. The
encouragement given to cell members never to be honest or h n k
with those outside the cell group, produces a pdua1 disiategration of the sense of truth and honesty, and breaks down the feeling that truth is necessary in human relationships as a basis for
holding society together. The study course wbich starts with some
objective social reform is used to make the cell members feel
critical of theit own mi* to the extent that they lose faith in
17

betterment coming through i t At the same time Communist
ideologiss axe presented in an uncritid light witb emphasis on
the utopia whiob they daim they can create, rather than on a
mitiad study of the up-to-date accomplishments of the movement,
the means used, and what the results are likely to be,
The ceI1 i n d a t e s the idea of obedience to the senior party
m e m h and insists on loyalty to party leaders rather than on
IoyaIty to principles dearly presented and discussed In the b e e
hg,at least, these cell members do not usually understand that
the real object of the cell is to train members for the Communist
party, and often they do not even know that the cell is Communist
Id.The ceII so tends to mold an individual's life and thought that
he feels as if be were nothing apart from his cell group. He be
comes completely dqmndent on it.
Various organiations for youth and adults are organized with
*front" names such as U g u e for Peace and Freedommthat ap
peal to the idealistic. As soon as it becomes known that such an
q a n h t i o n is Communist led, the name is changed. Only about
one fourth of the sponsors whose names appear on the letterhaads
of th= organiPl&ns are Communists. For the others they get
unsuspucthg p p l e of good reputation to h d their names as

sponsors. They advomte united front activities in labor unions,
politics, and other 0-tiom.
The Communists may be in the
minority but a small p u p will ~tmaneuverthe other people
at a meeting, appealing to the majority desire to do tbings in a
fair way, The only alternative is to put a time lbnit on debate, or
to wtsit and outvote the Communist group. They have long
used the techniques of w-g
their opponents down. After
enough people bave left the meeting to give the Commuaists a
majority, they will let an issue come to a vote. They are Mess
workers, always on the job.
In instigating strikes, and in working with grievance committees in schmls and other places they are not mlly trying to get
better conditions within that situation, but are trying to create
confusion and break down the existing systems. This makes it
dScult to work ampemtively with them even though their ainis
sound the same as those of other reformers.
In countries where fhe Communists*drive for power succeeds

they es.trtblish a dictatorship even more rigid than that which the
party has known. Lenin and his successor Stalin, far more than
Marx, have emphasized dictatorship of the prsIetariat. This is to
be an intermediate state after the Commuaists gain power but
before they h v e been able to bring in tbe ideal state that they
expect to establish. In this iatermediate period the power of the
government, which is expected eventually to wither away, b
made stronger &an ever in order to fight the vegtiges of the capitalist system. The'governmenthas to use this power even against
the workers at times, for the masses do not understand their own
needs but the Communist party understands them and will enlighten them. The dictatorship of the proletariat has developed
ever stricter conhIs over men's lives and thoughts. This intermediate stage of dictatorship has lasted now in Russia for over
thirty y q s . Instead of showing signs of dwindling and withering away the powers of government have grown vaster and more
oppressive. The Communists say the reason for this extension is
that there is aIways danger of war between the capitalist and
Communist countries, and therefore the dictatorship stage cannot
be ended until all the world is Communist.

A Religion
But communism is far more tbsrn an economic theory or power
movement. It must dm be regarded as a religion. Tbis seems
strange since it believes in materialism and teaches that them is no
Cod. M a n believed that matter fs the only Bnal reality and that
both ideals and ideas are just products of matter in motion. H e
denied, and communism stilI denies, the existence of any poiat of
reference outside the mateM world. There is no human s o d , no
eternal Life. If it tmches all this, how caa it be a religion?
Basidly it is a religion because it offersa framework for man's
understanding h i d , the world, and his place in the world. It
has its own teaching about the fundamental nature of existence
and of the world. It has its own teacbing about the purpose of our
life in the world both as individuals and as a human race. Anything which tries to answer these fundamental problems of life
must be regarded as a religion.

Lt is also a religion bemuse it demands a man's ultimate loyalty.
It expects the kind of absolute allegiance from its folIowers that
Christians can give only to God. It provides its followers with a
faith to live by, a program of action, and a hope of the establishment of the h a 1 good for mankind. This final good, this perfect
society, b k e s the place of the kingdom of God in men's hopes.
The writings of Mam and Lenin take the place of the Bible as the
mume of absolute authority, and anything which disagrees with
them is regarded as heregr to be stamped out at all costs.
While communism achwledges the realiv of evil it teaches
that the origin of it is In private prop*,
and that when this has
been abolished by state ownership of natural resources and of the
means of production, and when dl men share equally the products
of their labor, then the source of sin will have been removed and
a perfed smiety will be possible. Man by his own &rts
will
have ended sin. Thus communism mos the source of gvil outside
of man (in the socid system) and the source of salvation within
man; Christianity &ds the source d evil within man and the
source of salvation outside of man (in God).

While conrmunism is all these things* theory of bistory and
economics, a power movement, a religion-it cannot be too m n g l y

that it is none of
in s e p ~ r a t i oIt~ is
~ ad e d
whole which bas grown up as a living organism. The religion provides the foundation for the power movement which in turn f d y
the theory. W e m o t help one part of communism
without helping all of it, or cooperate only with the good in it if
we expect thereby to help only the good in it, fox it moves as a
unit. Those who see 'only one aspect of communism are not
d y seeing communism at dl,It is the sweep of the Marxist
argument dl the way from its understanding d the universe to
its detailed propam of political action tbat impresses men and
women. It is not only totalitmian in its methods of government,
its approach to every man is a total one, touching every part of his
being and therefore demanding his total allegiance. It must be
understood in its totality.
em-
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Chapter 3

T;Fl;bat IS Cummunzjm Doing?
RUSSIA communism has had a free hand and undisputed
power for three decades. Here in brief are some of the ways in
which it has organized itself and some of the things it is doing.

I

N

Politics
The USSR (Union of Soviet Socialist Repubhcs) is a highly
centralized federation df sixteen repubIfcs, which t spread out
over one-sixth of the surface of the globe and administers the
affairs of gQO m i o n cithns. Tbere is a bicemed parliament
at the top level, d e d the Supreme Soviet, whose members are
elected by universal suffrage and secret ballot. T h e are also
soviets or councils cmespondhg to each republic, region, dty and
village. In practice, however, these soviets under Stalin's rule have
become a facade behind which the Party exerabsolute
control.
The highest legislative authority of the Soviet Union is the
Supreme Soviet. In practice, this body meets for only a &or&
pedod each year, and conhes itself to approval of the budget and
to appointment of very important committee to which its authority is delegated. The Presidium of thirty members and the Council
of Ministers of 60 members are permanent anding committea
of the Supreme Soviet and have authority to make laws when the
latter is not in session. Great powers thus reside in these two
organs. The top man h this set-up is S t a h , who ocmpies the post
of Prime Minister, as well as of Commander-in-chiefof the h e d
Forces.
On the other hand, parallel to the government is the Communist party organization throughout the cuunhy. This is the only
political party that is legal in the USSR. The Communist party
looks to the Party Congress for fmal authority but the last Party
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Congress was beld in 1959 and delegated its authoriq to the Cen- '
tra1 Commith, to which UO Party members were elected. This
committee meets fow times a year and sets up various committees
which carry out its program. The most important of these is the
Politburo, or Policy Forming Committee, composed of thirteen or
fourteen members, the most powerful group of its size in the
worId. Othet powerful committees deal with organization,propaganda, railroads, agriculture, ete. The Secretary General of the
Paxzy is Joseph Stalin.
On the top levels of both the Soviet and the Party structures
the same men are to be found. The two systems are thus merged
into highly organized, interlocking dictatorship,with StaIin directing from the top, by virtue of his being both P r d e r of the Soviets
and Sscretary General of the Party.
Xn the last capacity he controls all the party organizers and
full-time functionaries, down through the various levels of the
party pyramid. These, in tum,control the rank and file membershfp of the Party. Through its complete control of the political,
social, educational, eeonomic and militmy sphere$ tbe Parfp is
able to &&ate
the lives of all the other citizens of the Soviet
Union, although it represents only about 3 or 4 percent of the
population. T h i s monolithic, totalitarian government is able to
maintain itself in power through its centralized organization, its
police, propaganda, public welfare, and its appeal to the best
t r a d i b u d the carist regime.
Poltce. No desuiption of the government of the Soviet Union
would be compIete without reference to the political or secret
police. Although Lenin at the time of the revolution was much
opposed to secret police, the attempt upon his life resulted in the
organization of a small group whose job it w a s to h e r plots
before they broke out. Internal codicts during the succeeding
years mused the govemnent to maintain and enlarge this $enice
and to charge it with dealing with counter-revolutionary activities and sabotage. It has s t e d d y expanded in both numbers and
responsibilities mtil now it racHes out into every oilice, home,
farm and factory and extends its terror into the farthest outpost
of the Soviet Union,as well as across the borders into the satellite
states.
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It has extraordinary powers of arrest, b
h
t and enforced labor. And it is the admhbbtor of vast economic undertakings through its control of the Soviet Union's wid-md
system of "corrective labor" camps. This latter function of the
control of the labor camps had grown so l q e by the end of the
war that in the constitutional revision of 1947it was given its own
separate mhhterhl organimtion.

1. State Ownership. The most outstanding feature in the economy of the Soviet Union is state ownership of all of production,
such as Iand, minerals, waters, forests, factories, mills, mines, railmads, banks, and agriculture. In the nineteenth century, under
the leadership of the AngleSaxon countries, the dominant w
n d c policy was that of nonintervention on the part d the state.
In the twentieth century the Soviet Union has spear-headed the
opposite trend,the active intervention of the state in the economy,
Consequently, all of the Saviet Union has beem transformed
into one huge Errctory. The free play of tbe market, with its emphasis upon supply and demand, is no longer a controlling factox
in the economy. A planning commission, called GOSPUN, sets
up detailed gods to be achieved over successive five-yearp e r i d ,
establishing priorities as well as the balance between heavy and
right industries. The carefully orgadzed plans are submitted to
regional and local units for criticism bdore they are h d y

adopted.
2. I n d d i a . The second outstanding fador in the Soviet
system is the tremendous industrialhtion which has been accomplished in b t y years. After the Revolution Russia deliberately
set out to become an industrial nation and has already achieved
second place in the world today. Between 1928 and 1940 she
increased her industrial output seven and one half times. She has
continued to expand during the intewening years. Before the
recent war there were 50 million wage earners and a e d employees of industry. The Soviet Union has always p h d great
emphasis upon heavy at the expense of light industry. This means
that she is producing the instruments of national power in steel,
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tanks, chemicals, tractors, automobSes, trucks and machines. She

is building power stations, railoads, canal$, A,
which can be
easily converted into a war producing industry. Light industry
producing CO-'
goods such as food, dothing, mture,
dishes, etc. which help xaise the standard of living of the people,
has received much less emphasis.
In the production of steel we find that the Soviet Union has
risen from sixth place in 1929 to second plaw in 1950.In 1 E O she
was producing 27 million tons annually as compared to 90 million
tons in the USA.
3, Electrifmsion. The cornerstone of this industrial growth has
been &&cation.
As early as 1930 Lenin foresaw the necessity
of developing such power and wrote that "Socialism plus el&fimtion equals c o m m ~Huge
. ~ power plants have sprung up
on the Dnieper, Volga, Kana and O h rivers, sending out streams
of power across Ruda in all directions. In 1 W 3 the output was
20 times that of 1913; in 1950 the increase is chimed to be 87%
over 1940.
It is claimed that the Dnieper Hydrdectric Station is the qlargest in Europe and that by 1935 Russia bad built 147 new plants.
Two new giant stations are to be built on the Volga River, the
Kuibyshev and the Stabgrad stations, which will generate more
than 10 times as much electric energy as was produced by all the

power stations of prerevolutionary Russia.
4. Cohc#id&fon. Another characteristic feature of cornmud m is the ~~Ilectivization
of agriculture. The Party government
in Russia began this program in 1H9,&a it felt i t d sufficiently
strong to force its will upon a rebellious peasant class, The purpose of the collectivization was to have an instrument of politid
cmtrol over the independent p s a n t , as well as to haease the
supply of grain and foodstuffs for the growing tirban and industrial populations. Also, the government wished to dispose of the
independent peasants h o w as Makq who were exceedingly
antagonistic to the new regime,
Mu& pressure was brought to bear upon the peasants to force
them into the collective farpls. When their land was taken from
them for the aolIectives, great numbers of pwmnts d-ed
their
crops and Iivestock witb the d t that masses of them were

simply left to starve by the government A reign of terror covered
vast areas of the corntryside dtning the years of the change.
Practically all the farm land of Russia has now been colIecfivhd.
An increasing amount of it is in state f m , where the government is the owner and o p t o r and the peasants are just hired as
laborers working under state managers. The more common pattern however; is tbe eooperativefy owned collective farm. Here
the peasants as a group work the land, but they have to give 4tH
of their crops to the govwnmmt and another 2046 to the tractor
station, so that only 4(r8 is left for tbeir own use.
The Machine Tractor Stations, owned and operated by the government, supply tractors, threshing machines and mmbines which
are in extensive use. These stations have a political purpose as
well as an agricuItura1 one. They serve as a h a 1 for Party
conml of the peasants. Each collective farm has its own manager
and owns its plows, h a m s , working livestock, seed stocks and
farm buildings. Everyone is paid accordingto the number of labordays to his credit at the end of the year. The labor-day is the unit
used for meawring the amount of work and skill required to
complete a specific job. The greater the iddl required, the more
labordays are credited for a day of work.
In the satellite countries the new government has g e n d y tried
to win the cooperation of the peasants through land reform, giving
each peasant a small plot. Collectivhtion begins only after the
government has consolidated its power and feels strong enough to
over-ride the hostility of the peamts who are sure to oppose
the program.
1. Economic Security. When the state controIs all means of
production, raw materials, market and manpower, it can shift the
emphasis according to need and tbus avoid werproduction. Consequently, the corrosive effects d economic crises and resultant
unemployment have be.en ebimted, On the other hand, tbe
worker is not as bee to change his job as in the wesiem countries.
There are prideges, such as hoking that go with the job, and
they are forfeited only at great s&ce. To quit altogether is
worse. ' T h e person who walks out on his job is p i t y of desertion

and subject to severe penalties. Any appbcant for a job must
submit his 'work booklet,' wherein the entire m m d of his past
employment is inscribed, including past violations of hbor discipline' and penalties Incurred, And unless he left his last employment with the authorization and the dmmentary evidence thereof, he is refused a job, and, in many cases turned over to the
proper authorities for discipli.ing."'
2. C h h s Sdety. Marxism makes much of the classless society when all people will belong to a great working class family,
with everyone working for the welfare of the national family
household. Of late not so much stress has been hid on this phase '
and new divisions are appearing. Three new classes are forming,
the workers, the peasants, and the intelligentsia?
The French writer,Andre Gide, an ex-Communist, saw "all the
ald layers of society forming again; if not precisely social classes,
at least a new kind of aristocracy, and not an aristocracy of intellect or ability but an aristocracy of right thinkers and conformists, In the next generation it may well be an aristocracy of
money,ms
3. Equality of Incomes. Communism first w e d in Russia on
the principle that every one should receive the same wage, but
this was soon changed. T h e 1930 Constitution mads, Art. Xe,
Trom each according to his ability; to each according to h
workmMany variations in salaries and wages have arisen, although there are not yet the extremes sometimes found in the
West. At the top are writers and' artists, who receive up to
$6,250 a month; and the Soviet officials with $2,000 a month,
plus certain bonuses and privileges including h m and cars; then
the intelligentsia, (doctors, lawyers, and tecbaicians) with $ S O $750; bally, the industrial class with $E5-250a month.' In the I
Russian army a lieutenant receives 100 times the pay of an ordinary soldier, while in the American army he receives three t h e s
that pay,
4. Stamturd of L&ag. Controversy exists as to the degree to
1. Steveru,Thls I#R d , Uncmwed. M*, p. lg0.
8. h ~ a a d m n c b a r h e r m s t & d t b e a ~ ~ ~ O k o h u a s d r l l d b y P r o b .
Ehvoith Eleymrmd of New Yurk Vnkedy m a m c u d y
& at Udom
lluhep1Wdmr... N. Y.. Fcb.to A W . 1951.
9. Qa&td in T h i2d Thd Failed, d M c h d
N. Y..
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which living standards have risen since czarist times and the extent to which such rise is attributable to communism. The weight
of the evidence w d d seem to support a conclusion that living
standards have r h n gradually but steadily since pwSoviet times,
but that such standards haw not attained the Ievel of many
European countries and remain far below those of the United
States. To a considerable extent consumers' goods remain scarce
and living standards were kept from rising by the deliberate government policy of concentmting hst on rapid industdimtion in
the interests of building a m h economy; and later in p p a tion for expected war. Crowded living conditions still ex&, with
and living standards were kept from rising by t h ~
deliberate govmany families occupying a single apartment, one f a d y to a
mom.

Sacial Aspects
I. Religion. in the early years of the revolution &ere was an
all-out attempt to destroy religion. Marx taught that religion was
an opiate of the people. The League for the Militant Godfess was
encouraged for several years but was later disbanded. In spite of
all eorts to eradicate religion from the hearts of the Russian
people, the 1857 census is said to have shown that one half of the
Russian people still believe in God.The new 1936 d t u t i o n
guarantees freedom of worship, which is not the same thing as
freedom of religion. The Ten Commandmmts of Communism
published in 1948 for the League of Young Communists, contain
the following: *If you are not a convinced atheist, you cannot be
a good Communist ox a dS w i e t citizen. Atheism is indissotubly
bound to communism, These two ideals are the pillars of the
Soviet Power."
During the war there was a change of p o k y and the Russian
Orthodox Church was given oBdd recognition. It does not have
freedom to pass judgment upon the affairs of state, but must
conhe itself to matlers of worship within the walls of the church.
It has thus become a "domestic11ted"church, an a m of the state,
subordinate to the secular rulers of the Soviet Union.
No current theo1ogi~Iliterature is being produced, although
a monthly oBciaI bulletin of the Patriarchate of Moscow is circu27

Iated mong the clergy. N o reprints of the Bible or New Testament have been made since 1937.Religious groups of 90 or more
may @,tion for a priest and plaw of worship. All church prop
erty has become nationalized. In 1941 there were only one-tenth
as many clergymen md churches as there had been before the
revolution; now the level has risen until we have about I
d the
number of clergymen and churches that there were in 1917.
2. E d e n . In the Soviet Union the whole cultural system is
regarded as educational. The pquse, scope and control d the
educational system are different from that in the West. Stalin is
quoted as saying "Education is a weapon whose effect depends
upon who holds it in his hands and at whom it is aimed."The
purpose is profoundly social. The ideal is to make a good Communist of each person and to mold a new generation into a communist
nation. The scope of education embraces not only the formal
educational program as we understand it, but also all possible
means of imparting information and influencing others;the press
with its newspapers, magazines and books, radio, television, libraries, movies and theaters. AU these are a part of the system
and are used to shape the mind of the people. Rigid control is
maintained by the All-Union Communist Parky and its central
organs.
Illiteracy dropped from 7040%in 1913 to la in 1930; W of
the population are mid to be receiving some state instruction.
children were in school,but in 1849 thirtyIn 1914 only &on
four million were in elementary schoob, one million in secondary
schools and 770,000in the universities. Factories and collective
farms maintain night schools for the workers and peasants. People
are encouraged to learn new &Us.
3. The Familg. In 1954 there was a return to the concept of the
, permanency of the family after sixteen years of considering it
counterrevolutionary, and of legalizing of the 'post-card" divorce.
Divorce at the present time is &cult to obtain. But the family
bas little time together bea- of the high degree of *&-timeR
activities virtually required of d its mernbws if they are to keep
in good standing with their superiors and with the Party.
4. Soddixed Medicins. The goal is to make all medical services
available to everyone. In 1941 the country had 13,4431urban and
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13,512 rural medical centers. In 1940 there were 710,000hospital
beds and 150,000 doctors. Medical &Is
inmead in number
from 13 in 1913 to 51 in 1941. M e d i d students,after completion
of the ten-gradeschool or its equivalent, pursue a five-yearcourse
supplemented by several years of practice. Rural doctors take
postgraduate courses every three years. Medid asiskmts, midwives, nurses and pharmacy assistants are trained in W schools.
Private practice in medicine is available for those who can afFord
it. Maternity care is free and a maternity leave from work is
granted tile mother. Over half of all children are born in maternity
homes. Strong emphasis has been placed on preventive medicine
and public health work.

The practice in the satellite countries of Eastern Europe, if a
fuII Communist government a n not at 3rsi be formed, has been
to work with a d t i o n government but to insist upon the Miaisby of tbe Interior, in order to get: control of the police. In a shwt
time the other d t i o n m i d s t a s , non-communists, are pushed
out of government, perhaps on accusatirms of plotting against the
a n t r y , and the populace is screened for c m n t e m v o ~ u ~ a r i e s
and "socially dangerous"citizens. "Free and unfetter& eIections
are held with the help of the police, a Communist government
takes over, usually with personnel fmhed in Moscbw, a new
democratic constitution is published, land distribution hi instituted, the means of production become nationalized, as soon as
possible agriculttm is dlBctivized, and an iron curtain falb. The
whole economy of the new satellite is geared into that of the
Soviet Union. This bas been the g a d pattern in the cases of
Hungary, Romania, Bulgaria, Albania, Poland and Czech*
1

slovalcia.

As the r&s of the Soviet Union are drawn clom a fwtber
stage of screening, accusation, and purging usually follows. In
this the more nationalistic elements of the Communist leadership
of the country are removed and d y those who will follow the
lead of Russia are kept in positions of power. This is not easily
accomplished. At times Moscow h a to make aoncessiom or temporary retreats. At times one nationalistic Communist leader has

to denounce another in order to save his own position or life.
So President maid had to break with his foreign minister,

CIementi, in Czechoslovakia, Different branches of national and
party officials " p o r t on each other independently to Moscow so
there are Independent ways of c h d g on even the highest dcials. Yugoslavia was the one Communist nation which saw the
danger of increasing Russian power before the chance of organizing opposition had been lost. After watching the dominance of
Russia gradually grow over his country in unequal economic
arrangements, Tito, the Yugoslav leader, witb dramatic suddenness stopped the Russian agent who would h a w controHed his
government from inside. His rebellion mmtitutes a challenge to
the absoIute pretension of the Russian interpretation of communism and of Marx; it repremnts the kind of heresy which strikes
at the foundation of international Communist structure and therefore has been reviled more 6 e d y than capitalism by tbe Russians.

Balance Sheet
The following is a short summary of both the good things and
the bad which appear in the practice of communism t d y .

I. The people as a whole are beoef~ttingin many ways fa>m
the qwiment. Illiteracy has been almost abolished; the scope of
education has been widened. General culture has been brought to
the people through the theater, movies, radio, doob. hides
are more numerous. (But it must a h be recognized that all their
e d u c a t i d methods are rigidly controIIed by the government as a
weapan for detemining and controlling the thought of the people.) Hospital m e and medical service are mom nearly available
ta d the people. Some workers are given vacations at resorts and
rest homes.
2, The nation Bas achieved industxiabtion on a large scale,
changing in thirty years horn one of the worWs most barekward
countries to the world's second greatest industrial power. Russia
has apparently wiped out the spectre of unemployment, of economic insecurity, of overproduction.

3. A driving purpose has been put into tbe Eves of m y of the
people, a reason for living. They are taught that they have a part
in the creation of a new smiety; their individual work counts
toward the ultimate goal. Everyone can

share in it.

4. Some sense of brotherhood has been achieved, based @on
dedication to a common cause. Distinctions b a d on color or race,
which were formerIy strong and virulent in Russian life, have
largely disappeared. '

B. Tke Ed2
I. Disregard of human personality. To build up

the Soviet

Union as it stands today millions of Iives have been s a d e d in
the hbor camps and prisons. Tbousmds have been purged. The
fuhue utopia is being built upon the sand of b l d and fear,
suspicion and hatred. Thousands today are sacrificed for tbe unborn thousands of tomorrow.
2. The dictatorship of the Politburo. A total, poIMcd, economic and social dictatorship of a smaU group of men exists over
the lives and &airs of 200 million Soviet citizens as w d as over
many more millions in the satellites. There is no control over this
dictatorship. No freedom exists to oppose government policies,
nor to criticize the existing governmi. The tenfades af the
secret police reach out into every factory, farm, home and oflice,
sowing tension, *st
and suspicion.
3. The housing, food and dothing of the masses have not
markedly improved under 50 years of communism in spite of
the great industrial advance. Tbe constant tendency of ecwomic
life is away from equality.
4. Militant a b k n . Communists labor diIigently to m w e aII
references to or consciousness of God and to make themselves the
find arbiters. T h e end W e s the means,- and the end is the
success of the revolution whatever it costs in human life or character.
5. Imperialism. The Soviet Union is dedicated to w d d revo1ution, often carnodaged under the h e r of peace. S t a h wrote:
"For what else is our country, 'the cornby that is building s d ism,' if not the base of the world revolution?And how m it be a

..

red base of tbe world revolution if it is not competent to cornpletely construct &&at
society?" When Communist rule began
Lenin d & d to attempt any acquisition of foreign tmitory, saying cwnmdsm opposed any i m p r i a h a But by 1895 the ideals
movement .d m changedt.
RUa n d p a t areas
inhabited by non-Russians. Now Soviet power is being extended
over an ever widening circle of the globe though the.systemof
sawllite controls. The peoples h g h t under Communist M u ence are incorporated into a tightIy integrated system the absolute
center of which is M w . This is the new empire, Communism
comes preaching world brotherhood, but in practice there is growing out of the dream of world revofution, simply a new type of
imperialism,
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Chapter 4

Wbat Is ~mnmunismDuing
to the Church?
has gained
A
Christb Church is,
people who do
understand

mmmunism
power in many countries
where a
there are stin: many C h M a
not
what the Communist policy
toward the churche.~is. One reason for this is that Communist
governments appear to have such different and changing policies in this field. For example, there are many things that would
indiate that Communist governments give full religious M o m
to Christians. Practically all of the Communi& countries guarantee freedom of worship in their constitutions. Nowhere do we see
the spectacle of Chr&bs being y t e d for their religiws
faith. If churchmen are tried, it is for crimes that they are said to
have committed, not for the Mth that they hoId. There ismthing
like the inquisition digging into the religious beliefs of individuals
and punishing them for what they believe. When a Cornmunitst
government comes to power it always gives broad assurances to
the people of their rights and liberties, not the least of these being
religious liberties. As tbe Chinese ~
m army m
advanced,~
their agents put up posters on churches in each newly conquered
area assuring the people of religious freedom. When the Red army
occupied Wonsan in Nortbem Korea, the pastor of the Christian
church there telIs us that the Russian commanders were among the
first to visit him and urge him to covry on with hip Christian activities as usual. When hoodlnms tried to take the church away from
the CkWans the Red army authorities were quick to intervene
to preserve the church property.
These things would indimte that communism gives fuIl freedom to the Church. Yet thsy constitute onIy part d the stoy.
After all, assurances given when a government &.st comes to
power, may be only a clever methd for allaying opposition and
LTHOUCH
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keeping peopIa quiet until power can L
x consolidated. There are
other facts which would indicate that the Communist policy is to
dthe Church, root, and branch, with every power that the
state mn exemhe; the forcible dosing of churches, scattering of
congregations, and the wholesale wrest of ministers. There are
numerous examples of this type of policy in the mIy years in
Russia wlmn Cornmud& ~e~oIutha&s
&st took power. In many
places priests were killed rrnd churches were closed in large numbers. More recently in North Korea, especlrtlly after the begimhg
of the war in 1E-0,there were whoIede arrests and executions
of Christhn ministers. Hundreds were thrown into jail, and later
marched ofF into the hi& and shot. Not d y ministem were thus
attacked, but all trained Chistban leaders, bath laymen and
women, were treated in the same way. In some areas 80 to 80
percent of the CMstian leaders were Hied off.
Yet we must remember that most of these Korean atrocities
were d e d out during the war period, and they do not represent
the whoIe story. In Russia today we see the government giving
certain recognition to the Church and &g
dcial meetings of
the Orthodox churches, Communist policy in the early years during the h
t period of the revolution may have d e d for an
a l l a t destruction of the c h d , but that ce-1~
m o t be
considered as Communf& policy now.
Wbat then is the policy? Perhaps we can understad it better if
we look fwst at the principles involved in detezmining the Comm&
attitude toward the Church. They are:
1. The Communist understanding of religion.
2. The demands of the totalitarian stake.
3, The principle of demmmtfc centralism

The Communjsts understand religion as simply a product of
the elass structure of society. It t because we have d i h m t chams
with one class o p p d g d e r that we need religion. The
purpose of religion is to keep people who are oppressed and
, expIoited contented with their log looldtlg fomard to happiness
in the next w d d rather than demanding fistice and happiness
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here. Religion also assures those who are wealthy that their blessings are from God and they need not worry about their exploibtion of their fellowmen. This is what Lenin meant when he wrote
religion is the opium of the people. NaturalIy, if this is regarded
as the function of religion, there will be no need for, and no place
for, religious belief in o classless society. When c o m m m establishes its perfect s d e t y people will forget about religion and

the churches will n a d y disappear.
In putting this principle into practice, Leniu once M e : T h e
Commuaist party of the Soviet Union is guided by the conviction
that only the consdous and deliberate planning of the dand
economic activities of the masses will cause religious prejudice
to die out. The party.. facilitates the real emancipation of the
working masses from religious prejudices and organizes the widest
possib1e scientific, educational and anti-religious propaganda At
the same time it is necesswy carefuUy to avoid giving such offense
to the religious sentiments of believers as only leads to the
strengthening of religiws fanaticism."
W e should not think from all this that c o m m h would favor
a religion that is not an opium, that teach- people to set the
world right rather than to be content under evil conditions. From
the Communist point of view such a religion would only be hiding
its true nature. Lenin thought that the more reb-eda religion, the
more it covers up the fact that it is an opium, the more harmful it
becomes bemuse it is more diflicult for the believing workers to

.

understand its true reactiomuy role.

Demands of the Totalitarian State
The second principle determining Communist attitude toward
the church arises out of the demands of the totalitarian state. The
Communist state, since it is totalitarian, can brook no competitive
allegiance, Thexe can be no independent elements in scdety.
Evmytbing must be within the totd structure of state controIs.
There is no place for free trade unions, free business power, or
any other center of power or allegiance that might be separate
from the state. All must be absorbed or "domesticated" MI &
holds true just as much for the church as for any other organiaation or center of allegiance in a Communist d e t y .
-&5*

Principle of Democratic Centralism
The t h d principle is what the Communists themseIves call
"democratic centralism," and indicates the method by which the
other principles are to be applied Though decisions in a Communist country am to be made at a center in the government,
there is to be democratic participation by aIl the people in those
decisions. At this point communism is not like the tyrannies of
old in which the tyrant simply made decisions for the whole corntry and otherwise left men alone. In the new tyranny everyone
must be involved in everything that the govement decides; constant partidpation fs required.
As an example w e caa,see the way in which Communist government stirs up mass furies against the people whom they have
decided to execute. The following quotation from a Chinese
Communist newspap s h m how a C M t i u n gatherfng was used
to stir up hatred against a well-known evangelist whom the
government later executed.

*Alreadyour poke have arrestedtbe h e r i a spy, Ku J e n a .
AU the delegates from the four cities of Tsingtao, Shanghai,
Hmg&ow, and Tienbin, Wang Chung-Shend, Wmg ChihKun, ZS, Zia, Niu Chih-Fang and Ch'iao Wei-Hsiu, thought
this as they angrily reported.how be spied in most of thorn
four places. Then the exmtive chairman of the Conwnt,
Y. T.Wu, read from the People's paper of that day (20th)
a letter from Yang Sho-Peng, accusing Ku Jen-en of raping
his daughter six years ago. As a result the daughter went
cray aud to this day is bedridden. H e is an 'injure heaven
and harm reason' rotten Christian. This aroused the whole
body of delegates to anger, and when Wang Chung-Shend
rushed to the platform and fiercely asked, 'Does Ku Jenen
deserve death or does he notF Everyone at once roared in
anger, X e ought to &I H e ought to die!' "

If we take these three principles of Communist rule in combination, they would indicate a policy toward the church which
might be defined thus: Religion will inevitably d i a p , therefore allsut efEorts to destroy it are not necessary, and are not
desirable since they only increase the fanaticism of its followers.

Accordingly, it is best to make digion, while it exists, the servant
of the totalitarian state, providing constant
participation in
all t h e programs of the government. If we study the actions 06
Communist governments we will discover that this policy not
only agrees with basic Communist theory, but also agrees with
actual practice.
Let us turn our attention then from theory to practice, and see
what the practical steps are that the Communist government takes
with regard to the church. We fhd that there is a series of steps
which, although they do not come in a certain order, are all prae
tically universal in Communiststates, They can be listad as follows:
1. NatdonaUzadion of Lnds and insthtions. This Includes the
seizing of aU church lands by the government, and it is here that
the fight between communism and the Raman CathoIic Church
usually develops k t of all.
2. N a t b n a l k t h of adwatbn This is extremeIy important
for the Communists, &cause they have a great p r o p of eduation which they want to substitute for my system of religious
eduation. Not only does a Communist government dose all
church schools, but it also makes an dart to keep y m g m e
away from the
d& activities of the c h d Parades
are often organized at Sunday school time. Communist youth
groups are organized in competition to Christian youth s o c i w
and advancement in
or mllege for young peopIe often
depends upon their willingness to joiu the Communist o r e tian. Theologid seminaries are usually the one division of Chistian education which the church is a l l 6 to mtroL But even
here textbooks are normally censored and the teacbing of Marxian doctrine is required.
3. Natianrrliatb of social sedca. Medical work, social d e ment work, playgrounds, rural development work, cooperative
societies, libraries and reading rooms, etc., are early taken away
from any church body and put under the agents of the government. Christians have often thought that such 4servioes would
be one side of church activity which the Communists would welcome and permit. Yet almost universally, this has been one of the
Erst things that the Communists have forbidden to the church
The result of these various steps is that the church is m&ed
.$7*

to purely religious activity. This a d s with

the Communist understanding of religion for if the cburch a n be cut d from a11
contact with practical life, then, they believe it wiil more rapidly
wither away.
4. The restrfctdon of church actr'dtb to ackral smnkes o j
worship iprsids the church building. The chuxch is allowed to
carry on no activities outside its own buildings, as such activity
might attmct public atten~on.The Russian law has provided that
churches should have no organiation for women, &&en or
you& no meetings for study or teaching, and no s o 4 events or
other such gatherings. Any teaching about Christianity that is
done, has to be on an informal. basis and at no regular time. In
Communist lands outside of Russia, the restrictions have not gone
so far. There are still ChrMm organizations in abundance in
many of these lands, but the tendency is in this direction,
5. Acdiiw anfdrdigious popganda. This wries greatly in intensity from period to period and from country to counhy. Russia
had its militant atheists' leagne and its workers' anti-reIgious university for many years but the farmer of these bas now h e n
suppressed and an&eligious propagauda in general is on a much
smaller scale than it was before 1942.
More important than the extent of the antireligious propaganda
is the fact that no reIigious propaganda is alIowed in opposition.
The Russia church is allowed to publish onIy one magazine and
this must be largely given over to offlcid statements and information. With the exception of one anail editiun of tbe PJaw T e d ment in 1927, there hols been no Bible or Tmtmnmt published in
Russia since the revolution. Efforts to i m p t Bibles into Russia
have been blocked by the Russian &wch itself which, w e can
mly presume, is acting under pressure from the government
6. Spyirag in chzm:hss. This is a general practioe in alI Communist countries. North Korean pastors have reported that at
times the "visitors" in their congregations e x d the actual
members of the church who were in attendance, In addition to
spies from the outside, members of the congregation are often led
to be informers who report what the others are thinking and
saying. The result is that mutual trust within a group of Christians
is destroyed and fear and uncertain9 are substituted for it.
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7. Credng diddons in churcRs8. The Communists seize on
every source of mutual hostility within the church in order to

weaken the church's p r o w . They develop persond feuds in
institutions. They use every technique to get one church leader
. to denounce another, If &ere is any lesson we can !am from this
particular tactic of oammmhn, it is tbe lesson of the primary
importance of a spirit of unity and true fellowship within tbe
Church. No church can remain shong under communism which
harbors hostilities, enmities or jealousies among its members or
leaders.
One special way of introducing divisions within the church is
the creation of special pm-Communist organizations of ministas
or other church membm. In Bulgaria this organhtim was called
the Fatherland Front, in North Korea it has been called The
Christian League. If a minister d m not join such an organization
he fears the ainsequenws for his flock, and if he does join his flock
no longer know how far they can t r u s t him, or whether he bas
gone over to the Communist movement in his allegiance.
8. The elhination of church
whu are wtudling to
mnj$m. This is never done on religious charges, for that might
crate fanaticism but on charges of law-breaking. The proc~~s
for
such efiminatirw of leaders is standardid. Arrests are usually
made at night followed by several months when the pprisoner is
unheard from. Then comes a trial with fulI amfession of the
charges that have bean made against him and this Is followed by
a severe sentence. It is the confessions of outstanding church
leaders that have caused the greatest amazement. Why do men
who have been models of integrity Mwfess to crhes they never
committed? The clue to the mswer to this question is in the
months of &ca
that follow upon the
During that period
the man is completely cut aB from the world outside. He has no
idea of tbe date, day, or the week or the month, or even whether
it is day or night. H e is allowed no knowledge of anyone who has
been acquainted with him. H e is permitted to have no m d h g
matter or anything else that might trike his attention from himself. H e is subjected to endless bwrs of quesdoning during w W
he is kept standing. The questioning &en comes during the
middle of the night and he is purposely kept very tired through
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the question period. There is a constant dinning of the same ideas
into his head. Under these conditions the man becomes weary and
confused, and gives in a little here and there. H e begins to lorn his
bearings, he -not think for himself and begins to accept suggestions. When he has reached this condition the questioners
begin tbe process of 'grafting ideas." They have made a long and
thorough investigation of bis Iife and on this basis they present a
new Interpretation to him of the things that he has done. They
confuse unimportant happenings and change little details, giving
pasf acts a different color. This process is continued for months.
Sometimes extreme physical torture is added, especidy if investigation shows a person is weakened rather than strengthened by
pain. At Iast the man is ready to confess to the crimes of which he
has been accused
With the removd of tho= leaders who might prove dScult
and tbe substitution of new churchmen in tbe top positions, and
the creation of new pro-Communist c h d mganhtions, the
church is prepared to be the serrant of the totalitarian state.
9. Setmum of all church tiss t&h foreign W .The stopping of all mission work in China is the best known example of
this, but it is also a common practice in all other Communist
countries. The clear lesson which all Christian churches must learn
is tbat they have to be able to stand on their own feet Through
tithing and othex means they must. be able to support themselves
and not depend for their existence upon the CMstians of h e r
lands. Even correspondence and the informal cmtactz with Cbristiam in non-Communist countries ean become so dangerous that
the church has to stop them. Very few contacts are allowed even
between the c h c h e s that are in Communist lands. The single
exception seems to be the permissfon of contacts with the Orthe
dox Church in Russia. There has been a decided
ta favor
the bringing of as many churches as possiiIe under the m y of
the R h n Orthodox patriarch in Moscow.
What is the result of d this on the church? The d t is a
church that must engage in constant activity on Wdf of the
state. There is no quiet or silence allowed to it, there is no surcease
from demands made upon it. There are endless petitions to circuhte, campaigns to take part in, programs to support. There is no
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respite from dscult decisions to make. What is the right of the
state in each situation and what is the right of the church. How
far W d the church go? Churchmen are always in uncertainty
and can depend on God alone.
But in a d through all this there is a deepening and i n t d c a tion of faitb. This is the greatest result for Christianity. There are
no impressive large s d l e advances but there are individuals and
small groups coming together with a deeper understanding of
what Christianity m a s in their lives. They may have no Bible
schools, no church dubs or youth groups, no church recmtional
M I S , no orphanage or hospitals, no endowments or estates, and
00 church papers. They often have no set hours or places for
worship. Their pastors live in simple bare quarters dong with the
parishioners. Yet they are a living, worshipping community, holding life in common and exercising a midshy of evangelism and of
mutual comfort and encouragement. They are converting those
they touch.
From Hungary we hear of church p u p s and of a new life
movement throughout the church. There we also h d packed
churches. One church has 481 Bible Study CircIes in a membership of over 5,000.
From East Germany come reports of the activating of laymen.
Previously pastors did all the work of the church, but now the
laymen are awaking to their responsibility. The church there is
reported to be full of ~If-conftdenceknowing it bas something
unique to give the world.
From Czechoslovakia Professor Hromadka writes:

"Rougher classes are takiag over the direction of society.
From tbe human point of view the present situation is much
mare painful for the church. All outside support has been
withdrawn. And yet from the point of view of the Church of
Christ, we are on the threshold of a finer and more blessed
age. In future we sl3wll not be able to depend upon anything
at all-neitber upon wealth, nor upon homage paid to us by
smiety, nor upon any human aid, but mIeIy upon the grace
and love of GodP

Some p p I e feel that though this deepening of persona1 religion is good as far as it goes, it is inevitably stunted and inadsqmte because it has to be removed from national life and politics.
The church can give no social wibess. But is not this doing an
injustice to the & M a n s under communism? Every act, even
tke simplest, now involves for them responsible decisions for sodety. Everythg has political signibnce. Politics begins as soon
as one steps outside the church door. The quality of Christian M e
itself has political importance, and it stands as a rebuke to many
politid demands and political stands.Xu showing love for d and
trying to bring Christ to all the C h d is witnessing before communism. Who knows but that it is witnessing in the way that will
in the long m prove most efEective. A pastor in Hungmy when
a s M What cue you doing about mmm-?
replied, 7 0 t h ing but preach Christ." That was all he could do. But couId any
man anywhere do more?

Chapter 5

Can a @ristian
B e a Communist?
ODAY communism has become a world movement. The appeal of that movement has been graphidy indiated in the
&st chapter of this handbook, We meet Communists eve~ywhere
and many of the things they are strueng for may seem to us to
be good and even Christian ideals. After all, d t a Christian be
a Communist? He can belong to this or that political party and
still be a Christian; why not be a Communist then?
Communism is more than a poiitid program. It is a complete
philosophy of life, and as such it is really a religion. W e have seen
tbat in Chapter 2 above. All right; but how different is it Erm
Christianity? Weinly it has some fine goals of social justice and
of common humanity. Let's take a look at it from a Cbristim point
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of view.

Morn without God
Communism takes man and puts him at the center of the stage.
All the attention is focused on him. The ody real world is this
world that we Iive in here and now, because this is the world of
science and science is made the gdde to life. Ev-g
points to
man as the center of all.
We should not be surprised at that It is the drift of our modem
age, the age of tecbno1ogy, the age when many people feel that
science will solve a11 of owr probIems. But to exalt science that
much means to believe that human reason alone is keen enough
to study the universe and to discover a11 tbat there is to our human
He. Many people think so, many people who are not Communists
but who call themselves Christians or what-have-you. But can
we see what they are doing? They are drawing a circle around us
in our world. They are saying that we by ourselves can know a11
about this world and sa it is d y we ourselves that matter.

'

Where is GodT He is gone. Not only the Christian God is gone;
oommunisrn cuts man off from any god at: all and from anything
spiritual or lmnsmndent. It laughs at the idea of anything real
existing apart from this material world in which we live. AU rehgion, it says, is just a fraud. It is worse than that. It is an opiate, a
drug that the rulers of society bave prepared to numb the senses
of the people and to dull their feeling of the sufferings that are
inflicted on them. That is why the true Communist scorns and
bates religion tm.
Here is Lenin on the subject of rehgion:
%digion teaches those who tail in poverty a l l their lives to

Im resigned and patient in this world, and consoles them with
the hope of reward in heaven. As for t h w who live upon the
labour of others, religion teaches them to be charitable in
d
y life, thus providing a cheap justification for their
whole exploiting existence and selling them at a reasonable
price tickets to heavenly bliss. Religion h the +ma of t b
peopk. Religion is a kind of spiritual intoxiant, in which the
slaves of capital drown their humanity and their desires for
some sort of decent human edence.'

Now this atheism, this godlessness of communism has certain
consequences in actual practice. It means that since man stands
alone there is no Judge Wore whom he can be called to account
for his g o d or evil actions. If a man does wrong, and is strong
enough to get away with it in this world, who wiU judge or condemn him? There is no God, and therefore no conscience, which
is the inner voice of God, and no basic, UniversaI oode of moralij.
and human decency, for that is the law of Cad,Most of the world
recognizes such e code, even though many in our society who
bave little faith left in God might b d themselves hard put to it to
explain just where tbe moral d e m m e s from.
For the Communist it is easy. H e says that such ideas are
simply a clever scheme foisted on the masses to make them docile

and obedient. They are taught to be afraid to assert their rights
by revolution, violence and bloodshed, which is the only way left
to them, afraid test they should sin against God and break his laws.
But for the Communist God is gone, and so are his judgments.
The only judge is human reason itself, and the only truth is the
truth that people arrive at when their minds are freed from prejudice and they all think t~getherin harmony.
Perhaps that sounds rather noble, that Iast part, but look at the
application of it. Who can say when our minds are f d from
prejudice? Communism says that it is when the revolution has
triumphed and all men are Iiving in the chdess d e t y . Meanwhile we are to be guided by those who have a genuine understanding of the science of history, that is, by the Mamiski, the
leaders of the Communist party. Now what has happened to
Truth? The Party has it, and the rest of us must follow their lead.
Truth is no longer something revded by God and known supremely through Jesus Christ who says, Y am the way, the truth,
and the life." Truth is now in Moscow in the Kremlin, and what
the Party says, that the faithful must believe and do. Trotsky, who
was one of the chid leaders of the Russian revolution but later
w a s put out of the Party, wrote in 1W:
T h e party in the last analysis is always right, bemuse the
party is the single historic -mat
given to tbe pm1ehht
for the solution of its fundamental problems. I know that
one must not be rIgbt against the party, one can be right only
with the party, and through the
for history has created
no other mad for the reahtion of what is right.''

...
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In a Communist couniry there can be only one opinion, that of '
the Party. Not ody is there no £reedom of opposition to the
government, there is not even freedom of silence. Any individual
who is not loud enough in his praise of the Party is looked upon
with suspicion.
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The Individual and the Masses
In cmtering our attention on man, communism centers it
always on the masses and not on individual people. This is done
so exclusively that the system quite completely~lusessight of the
worth of each person as an individual, and that is another point
in which it is radically at odds with Christian belief.
Christianity tries to keep the balance. f i c h one of us indivIdually is loved by God. He has made us ail different and each one
is equally precious in His sight. This is the supreme teaching of
the infinite worth of sach indfvidwl human being, But yet God
has made us to live together in this world. He d s that we should
love one another and should serve one another. All are bowld
individually to God and d are bound to each other.
But for the Communist humanity is d that there is. There is
no God before whom the individual takes on meaning as a single
soul apart fxom the rest. Therefore what really matters is the
common or coJl&ve good of society. To that common good each
individual must willingly or unwillingly subordinate himself.
Again the theory may sound all right; but how does it work
out? Take the revolution, for e x a q l e . Incited by the Party the
workers rise in revolt. They are told that they must twthlsgdy
mush their enemies, the bourgeoisie. Now these enemies, as the
Communists see it, are those who stand in the way of the progress
of society and therefore t h y are to be liquidated, to be done away
with in the most complete and drastic way possible. For such
people, and for all those who stand In the way of the Party, communism has found a new and dreadful name. They are * m k s
of the people," no matter what services they may have rendered
before, no matter if they may have been high-up members of the
Party itself. The great Purge trials of the 1 W s in the USSR, IiZoe
many others since, have shown that, once branded an "enemy of
the people a man has no personal rights, no common humanity
to which to appeal. It is this denial by Communists of the basic
worth of every human being as a creation of God that permits
them to do some very terrible things and to call those things right.
It makes entirely ethid, as they see it, that type of coldly impersonal brutality in dealing with their "enemies" &at has shocked
the retit of the world.
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Heaven m Earth
We have spoken earlier in this book of the ideal world, the
dassIea society, that is to be established according to Communist
doctrine when once the liberated workers have become the
masters and all private property has disappeared. This doctrine
throws into sharp relief the amazingly optimistic view that communism takes of human nature. It denies that there is anything
really evil or sinful about people. Just get rid of the horrible
bourgeois exploiters, it says, and get rid of the social evil of private
property, which is the reason why one man exploits another, and
you will have no more greed or crime or evil. People will learn to
live together in happy and helpful cooperation, and the ideal
society, the kingdom of heaven, will m e on earth.=
What is wrong with this picture? Communism, which is blind
to the d f t y of God (point I above), and blind to the reality of
the human soul (point II), is also blind to the d i t y of sin. G d
tells us through His Son that sin has its mots 6xed deep in every
human heart. And even if He said nothing, our own M y experience, if we are honest with ourselves, would convince us that by
aature we are more inched ta do evil than good: we are more
inclined to disobey God than to obey Him. Ow good and kind
and noble acts represent a positive triumph for us, but we are
s e W and spiteful, envious of the gmd or indifferent to the pain
of others, without making the sIightest efEmt to be that way.
Where there is no sin, there is no need for mlvatbn. By repudiating the Christian teaching of the sinfulness of humanity, communism also makes a mockery out of the Cross that stands at the
center of Christian faith. There was no reason for Christ to come
to earth and no need at aTl for Him to suffer and die and rise again
to save a lost world The Communists themselves will save that
wmld. They may be harsh and rigorous at present, but when they
have liquidated all opposition they will bring in the endless age of
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harmony and universal well-being right here on this planet witbout the help of anyone but their own magnificent technology.

A Bit of Self-Examinntiom
When the full light of W s revelation in Jesus Christ is thrown
on the teaching of communism its errors stand glaringly revealed.
But,we need to remember that the Word of God is called a "twoedged sword." It cuts hth ways. A andid examination of our
wvn society must reveal that to an alarming degree people believe
and practice the same things that the Communists teach. The
reason is simple: Marx aad m u n i s m are a by-product of the
growth of science and industry, as we have outlined above. And
sdence and industry have been the main forces shaping our whole
mntemporary world, which means all of us and not just some
isolated sphere of Communist influence. The Communists have
put their ideas together into a coherent plan of thought and action.
1. But Iet's be honest with ourselves. There are millions of
people today who are not Communists-thqr may even be bitterly
anti-Communistic-but in day by day living they practice many
of the same things. Perhaps they give lip service to some creed,
but for all practical purposes their lives are quite empty of God.
Their red ' h s t is in- themselves, in their own cleverness and re50~1c~fulness.
In fact aa economic system of free enterprise, such
as predominates in the West, does a lot to encourage that sort of
attitude.

2. Most people today may feel that they take into account the
value of the human individual much more tban communism does,
but it is still not for the Christian reason nor in the Christian way.
They do not genuinely regard all men as w t e d by God and
as of equal value in His eyes. If that were true-then some of the
p t statements in our dernmtic amstituiions would not be
mere cant phrases today. Better than that, there would not be in
modern society the exploitation and bitter social injustice that
d o r d communism a fertile breeding ground.
3. And f3nally, there are miUions of people around us who seem
to fee1 that, in view of the mazvellous stddes of modern technology
toward controlling disease, banishing hunger, and prwiding an

undreamt& living standard for d-id a word, in view of tbe new
hope of the world's sdferms-the fdngdom of heaven or sornething like it can redly be achieved on earth. Aftur a& they say
people are not really bad. Let's look on the bright side and things
will get better than they have been. In so saying, they shut their
eyes to the reality of sin, just as the Communists do.

How Readest Thou?
When an educated inquirer once asked Jesus what was the
great commandment, He responded by asking the man h s e l f
what was written in the law of God, *How readest thou?". How
do you read the meaning of &is movement of communism for
yourself? There are many evils in smiety today. The great appeal
of communism to people of high ideals is that it proposes a prompt
and vigorous remedy for some of the worst of those'evils. It may
be that you as a Christian have felt the force of that appeal. You
have asked yourself, can this movement itseJf be evil when it fights
more boIdy than any of us against these social evils? Shouldn't
we Chrfstians rather, wlde keeping our eyes open, cooperate with
it at least to a limited degree as long as it continues to work toward
reaIly Christian objectives?
You must answer these questions in your heart. But remember
the experience of many of your Christian brothers and sisters who
have keen brought to realize at last that any system, whatever its
slogans or outward program, that Is rooted and grounded in the
propositions outlined abve, can only Iead the Chistian into a
dead-end street. At length a point is reached beyond which there
is no way but a renunciation: fbdth in c o m m u n h must go, or
faith in Ch*,

Chapter 6

@riitiam and the
&:mtomic Order
study of communism brings us straight up against the I
question: What can Christianity do abwt the evils and iojustices in society? The communist aaswer to the question is:
C h r i s t i d ~can do nothing. When Lenin wrote that reIi@n is I
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the "opium" of the people, he meant that religion only helped
people to endure the evils they are in, rather than helping them to
get rid of those eds. Some Christians agree with the Communist
answer. Paul Althous, one of the most iduentid teachers of
Christianity in Germany, has written: * C k h t h i ~has neither a
politiml progrm nor is it called to rmpervise nor censor politice1
life in the name of Jesus and the Gaspel.*
But is this true? Are Chrizrtians reduced to just sitting quietly
watching the wrongs and injustices that exist in the world? Most
Chisthus d d stoutly deny &is. Our Christian beliefs apply to
aU of life, including politics md economics. Our wibess to what
God has done in Christ must be a s d witness as well as an individual witness. Being a Christian involves thought and study abwt
what is right and wrong in the life of the world just as much as it
involves thwght and study about what is right and wrong in the
Iife of one man or woman.
Our preaching in the church and our teaching in Sunday school
and &ur& groups have failed to recognize thb fully. We have
not kept the meaning of Christ for society side by side with His
meaning for the individual. We have allowed social action and
individual salvation to be separated from each other and have
even allowed tbe s o d gospel to appear opposed to dvatiotion.
Those of us who have had experience in Christian evangelism
know how often it is true that the men who are strongest in
preaching tbe word are also the ones who are least interested in
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the ways that word must work itself out in soda! life. There are
Protestant sects whose evangelistic activities are not matched by
an equal diligence to overcome e d s and injustices in the emnomic or po&thlsystem. W e also h d Christian groups dedicated
to help the dllictd, oppressed and needy. Not in€requentfythese
sewants of the multitudes pride themsulves in saying nothing
about the need for individual dvation and the proclamation of
the gospel. Such a split to make man appear as either all tongue
or all hands is umaturd and nu-C-n.
Any healthy person
expresses himself with both words and deeds and is interested in
both his own welfare and the weIfare of the p u p or society in
which he lives. Healthy Christianity likewise teaches socia1 righteousness alongside personal righteousness and is as concerned
about leading the nation aright MI it is about leading the individuaI
aright.

Foundations for Social Witness
The BibIe and the history of the church give strong support to
this point of view. The very &st church to be established adopted
a revolutionary economic arrangement (which, however, b u l d
never be confused with modem communism). T h e church in the
Middle Ages had an eIabomte pattern d the way society should
be organized. When medieval revolutionariesattacked the evils of
their time, it was to the teachings of Cbthnity that they appded. When Adam delved and Eve span, who was then the
gentleman?" was the cry of that day. With the begjnning of
modern times the peasant revolt seized its ideology from Christisn
belief, A c e n w later when the
revoIution began, it was
the ardently religious Puritans who led it. The most radical groups
of the time were those Christian extmm& called the LeveIIers
and the Diggers. Much of the drive for justice in social thinking
which dominated Mmx can be traced back to those groups under
Cromwell. More recently the abolition of slavery around the world
has been largely spearheaded by the Christian conscience. '
When we look at our Bible we see that this long history of
Christian social concern has its roots right back in the earliest
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He bas put down the mighty from their thrones and exalted
those of low degree;
H e has filled the hungry with good things md the rich he has
sent empty away." (Luke 1:48-47,5148)
The Church which rally believes in the Incarnation must recognize that it is called to involve itself in the life of the world as
Jesus did. He who would follow Christ must identlfy himself with
the oppressed, the exploited, and the. outcast. So St. Pad reminds
u in Philippians when he says: "Have this mind among yourselves
which you have in Christ Jesus,who though he w a s in the form of
God. emptied himself, taking the form of a slave."(2:5-7).
4. The Tmhingg of Jesus:Jesus gave us one "New commandment"-to love one another. In the Beatitudes, in many of the
parables, and in his daily teachings by example as weU as by precept, Jesus continually kept before his disdpIes the urgency and
the primacy of this new standard of love. In fact, it was so important for him that in the parabIe in Matthew 25, the test of love
to others for Christ'ssake determines man's etemaI destiny:
UCorne,O blessed of n& father,
Inherit the kingdom prepared for you from the foundation of
the world;
For I,w a s hungry and you gave me food,
I was thirsty and you gave me drink,
I was a sbnger and you welcomed me: (verses 34-35)
And we must not forget tbat this love of which Jesus spala is
not a mere sentiment: it k something which daily expresses itself
in practice, in relationship with others.
5. The Doctfine of Redemption: The redemptive a d of Cod in
Christ is concerned with the whole of man and with the world in
which he lives. "God was in Christ m n l i n g the world to himself" (11 Corinthians 5 :10). Through redemption even the naturaI
world *wilt be free from the bon'dage of decay and obtain the
glorious liberty of the children of God" (Romans &dl) From this
we must conclude that God is concerned about every area of
human He and about the world itself, and includes all within his
redemptive purpose. The church, as it cooperates in the carrying
out of this redemptive pqmsq must do the same.
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Moreover, in redemption, man comes to occupy a unique position. H e is that creature for whom Christ died. Thedore, human
Iife has such a high value that no one, much less a Christian, dare
consider using man simply as a tml to serve his own seEsh ends
or as a means for enriching h i n d .
6. Christ the Lord: JesusChrist is Lord, Lordofevery Christian,
Lord of Iiis Church, but also Lord of the world, God has a purpose
for dI human life and guides the destiny of the world. Each Christian, whose supreme task in life is to obey his Lord, is d e d to
serve Him in His world. In obedience to Qlrist he must become
involved in the institutions of society and work with passionate
concern to the end that "The Kingdoms of this world shall become
the Kingdom of our God?
Even a brief mwey like this is enough to make clear that the
concern for social righteousness and justice is not something that
is incidental to the Bible, but is inbinsic to it nmning through
e e g from Genesis to Revelation. This means not only that
we should be actively working for social righteousness and justice,
but also that what we do and say in this line should never be
allowed to stray away from its foundation in the Bible (as those
engaged in social action have too often allowed it to be). Teaching
and practice should be tied in at each step with Christian belief
and doctrine.

How Far Can the Church Go?
The Church then, has a very dear directive for action in community life and national life. But in what way should it go about
accomplishing this task? The Church is not a politid party; it is
not o r g a d to exercise economic power. Therefore, it cannot
order that wrongs be rigbted, nor change the economic and politi
d system by its own decree. What is more, it should not do
such things. There is no economic or political system which can
come up to ChrMan standards. No such perfect system can be
expected in the world as it is. Therefore the Church dare not
identify the Christian faith with any politiml program.
Christians who are f a d with the challenge of communism
sometimes feel fmshated bemuse of this. *Communism has a
clear-cut political and economic program," they say, "How can
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we meet it unless we have the same thing7 Here they only show
their lack of understanding of the strength of Christianity. Christians should glory in this freedom from a concise program, rather
than be e m b d by it. It means that people of many d i k e n t
political allegiances and economic pldosaphies can still be part
of the church, and the church q thus unite men of all times and
all countries in a way that communism can never do. Further, it
means that Christianity can survive the rise and fall of eoonomic
and political systems, a thing which phdqhies that are bound
to a particular system have seldom been able to do.
Christians lived under the mighty imperial power of Rome,
with its countless hordes of slaves. There were Christians in
feudal days, both among the nobles and among the serfs who were
tied to the soiI. In modern times ChrMms have lived under absolute monarchy, limited monarchy,democracy and dictatorship.
All these systems have not been equally favorable to Christianity.
Some have certainly been better than others, and some have been
more amenable to Christian influence than others have been. Yet
the basic fact remains that thexe is no system that can separate us
from the love of Christ-neither height nor depth nor principahties
nor powers. In this primal matter of our faith, no man and no q5
tern has any final power wer us. Therefore, we are fundamentally
free; our freedom is given by God and can neither be granted nor
taken away by any man. The lack of a unified, iron-clad politid
program is only the negative a s p c t of this t h i s a n M o m . It
may be a short term disadvantage in meeting pow&
poIitia1
movements, but in the long run such flexibility and openness wiir
be of tremendous advantage,
Seeing all his, we are thrown back again to the question, how
then, can the church express its social responsibilities? If it must
include in its fellowship men of many different political and economic camps, if it cannot adopt any social system as its own,then
is it forced to keep quiet and do nothing about social problems?
Not at all. There are at least three very important things that the
Church can and should do. (I) It can hoId up the standard of
Christ and the Christian conscience as the test of aU social systems.
(2) It can educate its members on the problems and needs of
society as seen from the vantage point of tbe Christian conscience.
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And (3) it can encourage individual and group action by responsible Christian citizens along economic and political lines.
Each of these areas of a c t i o ~enfolds a great variety of possibilities. The hst type of action, holding up the standads of social
life, is perhaps the basic function of the cburch in this field A
standard or goal is the first necessity of meid action, for without
it as a point of reference inen cannot see where they are ox in what
direction they must go. Such holding up of standards need not and
must not be confined to the reiterating of platitudes with which
everyone agrees. There is a middle ground between these generalities on the w e hand and specific political programs on the other.
The church in recent yeas has generally referred to this intermediate area as tbat of Middle Axioms. For example, the church
might state that the maintenance of full ampIoyment or the opportunity for all men to work is a standard wbich the economic system must meet. This is more +c
than a general principle, such
as l o v e one another,- yet it does not push the church into the fjeld
of legidation, such as unemployment insurance or the control of
the business cycle.
The church can also point out spec& ilk in society wbich c d
for a cure. Most pronouncements by churches, in these days, are
either Middle Axioms or are condemnations of s p e d c evils which
call for redress. The finest example of heroic pronouncements
against socia! evils in recent years bas come from tbe church of
Norway at the time of the Hitlerite occupation. When the church
saw law and justice being threatened, when the judges of the
supreme cxlurt had to resign, and other such things were happening, the church spoke out boldly mndemning those acts of the
government which were contrary to the Christb conscience. In
one of their kt statements the Bishops of Norway proclaimed that
"Christians confess Jesus Christ as their Lord, totdy and without
reserve. The duty to be obedient to Him stands above ev-g
else." Bishop Berggmv ddared "Government stands under the
law of Gad. The Chuxch must not be the government, but jt must
proclaim the law of God to the government."Their view was that
the church and the state have but om Lord and king; that is Christ.
Therefore, the church must be the oonscience of the state to tell
it when it violates the laws of its true ldng.

A

Beyond such pronouncements m e s the program of social education in the church. Specific techniques for this will be suggested
in the next chapter. It will sufl6ce here to point out the subject matter which church members should be studying. One missionary
tells of a friend of his who was a most devout Christian, working
in one of the poorest: lands of Asia. This man was able to recite
from memory tbe number of copies of the Bible and of each of the
Gospels that had been sold and distributed in that country for the
preceding ten or fifteen years. But when be was asked about the
conditions of land tenancy, how many peasants were tenants and
haw large a portion of their crops they had to turn over to landlords, he had no idea what the answer would be. He knew nothing
about the developing system of industry in his country or what it
meant in human terms. He was completely unacquainted with the
economic theories that guided the life of men,and of course, having no knowledge of tbem, he could say nothing of their merits or
defects, Such a Christian illustrates the great task of educationthat
has to be carried out: if church members are really going to take
their responsibilities seriously,
The study of communism which bas been presented in the preceding chapters is a beginning of the type of study that needs to
be made. But it cannot stop with c o m m a . Christians-because
they are Christians-need to be just as well aqminted with the
good and bad paints of capitalism, socialism, etc. They should
understand how the profit motive and free competition are meant
to work in an ideal capitalist society. They should be able to express some Christian judgment on the basic capitalist theory that
the greatest good of all will be served by the intelligent seEshness
of each. They shodd, at the same time be aware of the difficulties
that tbe problem of incentive places before socialist and other
non-capitalist systems. They should h o w why monopolies develop and what steps have been taken to curb them, and with what
success. They should appreciate the importance of demnfrahtion iu economic life and d independent centers of economic initiative in this day of titanic mrporations and state economic systems, They should sense what the advancement of capitalism has
meant to the much exploited Iands of Asia, Africa and Latin America. They should be able to state how far tbe charge is true that
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capitalism produces im-,
and to be able to compare this
type of imperialism with the other types in the world. They should
consider the problem of m e n t depressions and unemployment
and should make up their minds whether these can be controlled
within the apitdist framework, or whether they q u i r e a change
tr, smiafism. They should know both the bdts and the dangws
of widespread social planning.
The need for Christians as a conscientious group of citimm to
study and form opiniws on thw matters is one of the most poignant needs of this dworld. For the most part the people who
do study and form opinions on these questions are interested
parties who have nothing to gain or lose by the answers they give,
and whose answers are therefore violently one-sided. W h e n
churchmen have studied these things and have tried to brlng
opposing groups together in their studies, the results in terms of
general agreement have far exceeded expectations. Labor and
management, mpitalists and swialists, when meeting not as proponents of their own particular ideas, but as C h r i s h , joined to
seek and to know the will of God, have found
agree basically
on a wide range of subjects;Tbe findings d the national study amferences on the church and economic life, held by the National
Council of Churches of Christ in the U.S.A., have shown what a
remarkable degree of unity can he achieved.

Positive Christian Action
After a study comes action. Those Christians who have studied
their responsibility in all these matters must certainly go on to
carry out their convictions in practical ways. If they do nat, they
MLl fall into tbe sort of sentimental talk and mere verbal condemnation of e d which Mam condemned under the name of
Idealism." True, the church can ddom go into the field of direct
political and econornic action, but individual Christians and p u p s
are free to go forward as they are led by M,and illuminated by
the studies they have made.
If we want to see how study can lead to action we need only
look at the events which have taken place in the turd and cmstal
area of Nova Scotia in recent years, A Christian d e g e was located
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there among a depressed and i m p a v w peasanhy,
~
The fisher
folk along the coast were so deeply in debt to the merchants that
they badto sell their produce f&-whatever p i c a the merchants
offered. The education given by the college was doing nothing to
improve the situation because even the poorer boys who were
brought to the college on scholarships followed the example of
the other graduates in themselves becoming exploiters. Finally,
one of the Christian professors of the d e g e began going among
the common people. He did not offer them a blueprint for ado11
but he got them interested in studying the situation. He would
gather men about him and read to them. H e would leave pamphlets and books for those who were able to read themseIves. Finally he brought in speakersand held public meetings.Gradually the
people were awakened to the r e a h t i o n that something might be
done about their condition. They saw that education was the main
thing they needed, for their i ~ o r a n c emade them helpless, and
fortunately it was they who suggested that the college might organize study groups. The college established an extension department and sent out men to organize study groups, like the Swedish
Study Circles under the charge of l o d leaders who had bean discovered in the public meetings. The courses that were organized
had to be close to the problems of the people, courses in readingI
economics, sociology, aooperative methods and philosophies, public speaking and recent history. From the beginning to the end the
effort was made never to tell the people what they ought to do,
but only to make the problems clear and have college experts
ready to help when they decided what they wanted to do. Soon
out of these study groups came the idea of a cmperative canning
Factory. With technical hdp provided by the college the idea
rapidly became a reality. Many obstades and much opposition lay
ahead but the venture M l y succeeded and to a large extent made
the fisbermen independent of the merchants on whom they had
depended for the a l e of their prducb. After the cooperative
factory came a credit union that freed them from the debt slavery
that they had been in. Then mme other producers' and consumers'
cooperatives of one kind and another. Graddy the whole standard of living in the area changed. A new independence and selfrespect developed among the people. Not only their material con-

dition but a h their psychological and spbituaI condition has been
transformed by tbe action they have taken.
The change which has come over Denmark in the last hundred
years is another example of the same thing, A century ago the
Danes were a backward, %@an,
unprogressive and lit& h o w n
people. They were far from being the models of progressive education, -1
solidarity, and general well-being that we think of
them and the other Scandinavian countries as being today. The
change began with the work of a group of dedicated men led by a
bishop of the church who started out to organize folk schools and
oooperatives. The s&ooIs which are s t i l l an actlve feature of 4
life,not only in Denmark but also in other Scandinavian countries,
were meant for adults with some experience of life and some owoern about the problems of their countries, The teaching was
largely in cultural subjects with much group singing and manual
work to develop a sense of community in all of life. Out of these
schools have corns the Ieaders in the tramformation of rural Iife
iu those h d s . They have created a responsible, alert, and enlightened citizenry, active in politiml and mnomic affairs. These
countries bave led the worId in development of cooperative and
. *
maahzed economic systems, growing alongside capitalist enterprise and maintaining fulI M o m for politial expression and
varied economic growth. Their example needs to be far better
hown among Christians who are I o h g for ways either of reforming capitalism or of transforming it into socidism, without
succumbing to some of the bureaucracy and red tape that could be
involved in such a change.
Many peopIt have wondered why it is that the Labor movement
in Great Britain has not developed along the Iines of revolutionary
action and extremism that have characterbd much of labor's
growth in the other chief counh5es of Europe. British L a b r has
consistently followed a more c o ~ c t i v e and
,
in the long run
apparently more successfuI poky- The reasw may well Iie in the
very vigorous Christian leadership given to that movement by the
dediated laymen of the Methodist and some of the other free
c h k s for the past cenhuy and a half. Many a t h e it happened
that the ruling committee of the mion and the responsible body of
the church were made up of the same men; while fuWling their
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obligations in the life of the church they wodd naturally turn also
to the mnsideration oftheir obligation to the life of the community.
At times daction on a c~mmunityor a n a t i d scale is not
enough. There are countries where no amount of constructive
social thinking and plaaning will work unless international tmde
can be carried on in such a way as to open up economic opportunities. In these mses our Christian w i a l responsibflity encompasses
the world. Those Christians of many lands who are concerned with
these matters should have some +ing
fellowship and should
attempt some common approach to these problems. Awakened
Christians in one Iand need to aid and support thorn in other lands.
The Commissicm of the Cbuxches on International Affairs recently
developed by the World Council of Churches is an organ for action
in these supranatural matters. It is active at most great international assemblies and is a spokesman for all the churches when the
voice of the Christians of one nation would be indective or
i nappropxiate.
The problems when we get to this national and international
level appear so tremendous that the iadividd Christian may well
ask himself whether there is any use in txyhg. Are not the forces
that we have to cope with fax beyond our powers as a small illorganized group? The examples of what small groups like those in
Denmark have done should give us some encouragement on this
point. But over and beyond that we need to remind ourselves of
the Biblical and doctrinal basis of an our social witness. We take a
stand and take action on these great questions not b e a u s of the
mighty successes that we am sure to achieve, but becam we know
God's love for the world and we must express what that means in
concrete terms, W e feel a compulsion to make our witness in deed
as well as in word. 7t is not required of a Christian that he be
successful. it is only required of bim that he be faithful." The
issue is in the hands of Cod, and knowing that, we can make our
witness and be at peace.
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Chapter 7

What L- the C h i t i a n c A g z m w
to Communism?

R As

w a s one of our best students in ?he Colegia Americana.
he had never known a real home the teachers in the colegio were as parents to him, and their friendship had transformed
his life. Through their iduence he began to attend church. H e
was especially active in the young people's society and soon was
elected president. Later he joined the church and for a time served
with great enthusiasm as superintendent of the Sunday school.
Then he went to the university. A few months later he stopped
attending church. I went to visit bim but never found him at home.
I wrote to him but never received an answer.
Then one day Roberto came to my office. During the conversation he said: '7 don't believe in all these superstitions any more.
I'm a Communist. Christians talk about changing the world; Communists really do it. They are solving our problems and offer us a
better life. So just count me out as far as church is concerned."
Before be left he mentioned that he had just been expelled from
the university but did not really mre for he was now riving for a
0-IU

great cause.

That conversation with Roberto opened my eyes. I suddenly
redized that communism is a digion of power because it provides a faith for lost men and a hop of change for the oppressed
masses of the world. I a h saw the tremendous task which Christianity has of responding to this Wenge.
The struggle of wr time is a struggle for the souls of men.Which
religion will win? We Christians are certain of ultimate victory.
Our faith is centered in God who became man to save the world;
our church is ruled by the Lord of history. But w e are &led to
obey. Should we fail, God wiI1 raise up others to serve him in our
world.

1 Our situation is very

1
I

I

simifar to that of

the early Chisthns.

d e d the world as well as the souls of men. But that system faiIed
bemuse it muld mt satisfy tbe deepest human needs. For three
centuries it tried to destroy tbe church. Christians were severely
persecuted. But in the end they conquered bemuse they out-Lived,
out-thought, and wt-died their rids.
Today cornmualrm is another great r d r faith united with
a great power movement. It has set out to save mankind. Yet it
must fail, for it cannot meet the deepest needs of man. We are
called to live, to work and to d e r in sucb a way that those who
are not yet contrded by communism may find a M
n faith
and a hope for social change; so that those who live under communism may turn to Christ and see that the good for which they
strive can endure only as it is committed to Him.
This will not be e a j . To accomplish it will mean radical changes
in our o m iives and the complete revitalization of our church.
What then must we do? There are first of all certain things that
we should not do:

I

We should not think that a war will stop communism nor that
our mission as Christians is to provoke war with R d , Nearly
everyone in the West is agreed that we must be strongly armed so
as to discourage further Communist expsion. At the same time
we as Christians do not want war. War will not solve our problems.
By it we woJd lose much more tbm we would gain. The resulting
misery and sdering, upon which communism thrives, would be
so appalling that our situation might be easily worse than it is
today. War may eventually come, but we as Christians must do
everyhng possible to avoid it.
Nor should our principal response to communism be that of
attacking it, as the Catholic Church seems to be doing. Christians
must understand what cumrnunism is, They should know the facts
about Russia and the other countries where communism d e s .
But, at the same time, we must realize that any great movement
that gains strength tbroughout the world does so because it meets
certain basic needs of men tbat otherwise are not being met. This
is why communism is so stxong. Simply to attack it, without solving the problems which produce it, is to make it more powerful.

What then should Christians do? W e believe that communism
flings three challenges to the church which we must take seriously
and to which we must respond.

A Faith That Gives Meaning to Life

Life today has lost all meaning for vast masses of men and
women. They have no faith; life becomes a mere round of meaningless activities. They are born, h o w a few brief moments of
pleasure, suffer and die, without: knowing the meaning of it all.
But man cannot Live thus forever, Smner or later he is driven to
despair. And in his despair he must find something in which to
believe; something for which to live.
Much of the power of communism lies in this fact; it provides a
faith that gives meaning to life. (See Chapter 1.) Regardless
of what we may think of the answer communism gives, it does
give a clear-cut answer. It explains how the world functions and
what is wrong with it. It provides a hope of salvation, in the dialectic which will inevitably work itself out in histoy, through the
i n m e n t a l i t y of the'proletariat,and bring in a new day of justice
and plenty. It calls on every man to cooperate with the forces of
history, to take an active part in this great movement and thus
find a meaningful and worthwhile life.
The Christian must realize that in the long run communism
does not and cannot meet the deepest longings of the human soul,
but it stands today as a challenge to the Christian church to rediscover its faith and present it to the world as the only true satisfaction of man's spiritual hunger.
Most ChrMafls do not know their own faith thoroughly. In
Communist Ian& masses of students, teachers, laborers, professional men spend hours every day studying Communist theory and
doctrine. After the days work is done and during the evening they
meet for two or three hours learning about the teachings of Marx
and Lenin and how they can be applied to the present situation.
Yet is it not true that many Christians have been content with one
hour a week in Sunday school or at best two or three hours a week
in a mission school, and that only during cbildbood, for the study
of tbdr faith? Is it any wonder that many Christians have little or

no understanding of what Christianity is or what it means for the
world, and that some of them have been swept away by the
propaganda of oommtmism? Christian eduation is something
which must go on every day, every week and every year of a man's

life.
Our faith is God's word for a lost world. When men hear and
believe it they begin to live. A life dediated to Christ is a thrilling
and meaningful experience. But if this is so, we must constantly
.ask ourselves, not only why do we not understand our own faith
better, but why are we doing too little to present that faith to
those who need it, and in their despair turn to communism. Communism challenges us today to an unprecedented campaign of
world evangelism. As a church we cannot waste our time in nonessentials, we must make an all-out campaign to reach especially
those who am farthest from Christianity and 'thus open to the
appeal of communism. I refer to the intellectuals, the industrial
workers, and in many areas of tbe world, the masses of abandoned
rural folk.
To reach them we must not only go out ourselves to make the
direct personal contacts,which is the basic thing in all evangelism,
but we must dso utilize dfthe modern means of mass communication which God has put in our hands today: the printed word,
motion pictures and o h Ends of pictures, radio and television.
Our approach to men must be a total appmach, not just Christian
preaching, and not just Chistian service, but always combining
the presentation of Cbxistian truth with its application to the
particular situation in which men find themselves. With the means
that are at our disposal, and the fact that the Christian church is
now established in every corner of the world, we are in a position
to present our message as never before.

FeHowship in Passionate Commitment
Communism is a dynamic movement which bas been able to
awaken a spirit of passionate commitment in its converts. It challenges us, as no other movement in modern times has done, to
restudy the life and program ofour church, to seek means whereby
it can become a more dynamic fellowship and thus raise up men
of passion, committed without reserve to the cause of Christ

P&reDucatillion remarks that "Communism is a phenomenon of
passion, one of the most formidable not in wx time but also, without doubt, of history." Lenin was the in-tion
of this spirit. Oae
of his political adversaries said of him: There is no man who is so
absorbed by the revolution twenty-four hours a day, who has no
other thought but the thou@ of revolution, and who, even when
he sleeps, dreams of nothing but the revolution?
%t same w o n throbs today in the hearts of thousands of
Communists throughout the world: the young engineers who sing
as they industrialize Russia, the Chinese who thrill at the task of
budding a New China, and many in other countries who rejoice
in their sufferings for the -use which has conquered their lives.
Arthur K d e r tells of a group of Communistsin Paris, to wbich
he belonged, who gave up their positions in bourgeois society and
worked twelve h k a day for communism without salary. The
only fwd they ate for weeks was a bowl of thick pea mup semed
each noon while they worked, and the only place they had to sleep
was a hay loft in the country several miles away to which they
walked each night.
I shalI never forget my first conversation with a very intelligent
young woman in Smth America, of a wealthy and prominent
family, who had been an active Communist for several years. She
told me how, when a university student, she had tKen converted
to c~xlrnwaigmand of the thrill she had felt as she lived for that
cause. How her family had disinherited her, and how in one year
she had converted 950 f d o w students to her new-found faith. And
then, with great sorrow, she told how she had lost her faith in
Marxism,but added that life could never be the same again d e s s
she were able to find another cause to which she might give her all.
The failure of the Christian church to awaken a similar passion
in its members is aII the more mgic when we realize that this is
one of the elemental and indispensabIe parts of our faith.
In Jesus Christ we have the complete dedication of life to one
supreme task. He leaves no doubt h t anyone who wwld follow
Hlm must do the m e : '1f any man would come after me, let him
deny himself and take up his cross and follow me. For whoever
would save his life will lose it and whoever loses his life for my
sake will find itmH
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The lif= and writings of St. Pad throb with tbis same spirit. He
lived for one consuming purpose. H e had no ambition save
that of knowing and proclaiming JesusChrist. His own description
of his s a d c e for the cause sounds more like the struggle of a
modern revolutionary than the life of a church member, which is
a sad commentary on our situation today.
"Five times I have received at the hands of the Jews forty lashes
less one, Thee times X h v e been beaten with rods; once I was
stoned; three timer I have been shipwrecked; a night and a day
1 have been adrift at sea; on frequent journeys, In danger from
rivers, danger from robbers, danger from my own people, danger
from gentiles. in toil and hardship, in hunger and thirst, often
without food, in cold and exposure." (I1 Cor. 11;24-27). And thus
he could say: "I beseech yo& therefore, brethren, by the mercies
of God, to present your bodies as a Iiving sadce, holy and acceptable to God, which is your spiritual worship,"( Rom. 12:1).
It was because of the contagion of this spirit that the early
Christians out-lived, out-&ought and out-did their contemp
raries and conquered the Roman Empire. We are called to do the
same in the face of communism.
How can tbis be done? Only if w e return to the fountainhead of
Christian faith. Only if Jesus Christ becomes the Lord of Me,the
Bible a living book, and communion with God the food that nowishes our souls, And this a n happen only within the fellowship of
a revitalized Church.
All toa often we think of the Church as an institution to which
we go omsionaIly on Sunday moraiags to listen to a sermon. But
according to the New Testament the Church Is the Body of Christ.
It is the fellowship of men and women who are completely committed to him, who Iive in eonstant communion with him, the
Head of the Body, who share life with each other as members of
the Body, and who are instmmats in his hands to do his wiII in
the world.
To take this seriously would revolutionize our Church. We can
be content with nothing less in the face of a dynamic reIigion such
as communism. It will not be an easy task. But we suggest a &st
step that any m d group of laymen or any minister might take
now in that d i d o n ; the creation of a ma11 fellowship group or
too
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cell of concerned men and women who wiU seek to know God's
will for their church and are willing to obey him.
T h e arly CMstian church was a fellowship, in which small
groups of men who believed in Christ intimately shared their lives.
They were motivated by one all-consuming passion: to preach
Christ and serve him as their Lord They met together, prayed
together, shared their joys and sorrows, and helped each other
when in need. They were the powerhow of the primitive Church.
W e believe that new We will come into our Church today as
m a l l groups of men, women, and young people meet together
weekly in tbis same way. Let those who are beginning to realize
what is demanded of them as Christbs in this day and age who
are aware of their own iaa&q"cy in the face of that demand,
meet together to strengthen and support one another; let them
come togethm to pray, to study God's word and discover his will
for their lives, study this world and how the word can be made
flesh in such a world, to share their p r o b h and experiences and
work out among themselves disciplines of life and a p r o p of
action. The combination of worship, study and action is Important
if such p u p s are not to go off into a spiritmht retreat from the
world on the one h d , or into worldly business on the other, or as
a third alternative, mto mere talk and verbal condemnation of
4 which is what Marx condemned under the name "ideahsmP
Groups which hold aII three elements in a vigorous and vital relationship in their life can hope to meet constructively the challenge
of thh day. It is far too great a challenge to attempt to meet singly
as individuals, Today we think and act too much as lone in&vidutilq while our spirits are thirsting for deep and binding fellowship in Christ. The power of the church has been, since the day
of Pentecost, a power known primarily in the Christian feIlowship,
when men with a passionate devotion to Christ opened their hearts
to God and together faced the world with its dangers and its needs.

Dynamic Action to Right Social Wrongs
Cornis not simply a faith; it is (as hrts been shown in
Chapter 1 above, and elsewhere) a faith with a p r o p of social
and political action. Its power lies in the fact tbat it unites faith
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a d actfon. It & people to believe, but to believe in a awe
which will completely change the world, through their @+
tion in it. Marx pracIdms Jn his l k m on Fmw"PMOSOphers have d y interpreted the world in various ways; the pOaat
is to cbaage it:

~ o r ~ i ~ t h e ~ l o i t e d ~ ~ ~ e ~ r n c ~ m m
hope for a new day, while idealistic young people who want to do

something to &eve human sdering turn to cmnmnku b u s e
it seems to be doing som&g
about it.
church to be supremely mmed
The fdmof the
about s d d fustioe has h g h t upon it the most tmible judgment
ini~~,TheChurch,dtw~bass&bp~la~~

.

htheface0f~~tatiwofmanbyman;~~~m~
to move ~ M V ~ X
and
I d to es~abliibthe W e a s mi*. The
. Church has done Wte to end ra&
prejudice; mmmdm attacks
racial & d m h h vigomusly.
The Church has concerned itself too little with dae p b l e m of
the m
g of work for a great cause. Tbe Charcb has Mud to
csncemitdabout~~~lomi~~amunudsmaksbdo
away wlth depmdcms and provide for all.
As a
the d @ o n of the praphds, who stormed against
K
j
c
e
i
n
the
name of tbe Lord, has lost the initiative in w w k g
,
for smhl change. And many of
supremely a s n d about
that change not only abandon the Chmch but work against it as
h g reacthay and tied to the stahas quo.
Many of the fathers of the Russian revoluf3on were sons of
W Orthodox P p i a or seminary students. Tbqr d not
stand to belung to a Church whieh did nothing to deviate tbe
sderhgs of the masea So they rebelled and becaxlae fanaKal
Communists. In many ' h d s today the same thing is being reperrtd. Young people b g h t up fn the chdsth c h d
to
communism b w e the Church which taught them to be mcerned about men does so 1lde in a p
m wny to express ita
love for men.
This situation must c h k g e the Church to radical h n p s
I
and to rt new understanding of its mpdbility for mdd
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A P h of Action
As Christians thrwghout the world become aware of this imperative which Christ Lays upon them, the initiative for social
h g e must pass from the bands of the Communist to those of
the Christian. A supreme concern for those who & injusbIoe
a n be reborn in the Churcb and Christians take their places on
the frontiers of s d a l action. H m are several suggestions which
any church group may take as a starting point:

rn

1.W e must come to realize that to become a Christian means to accept a social as well as an individual ethic. What a tragedy that in
so many non-Christian lands the Protestant Christian is thought of
merely as a person who does not dink, smoke nor dance, while
the Communist is known as m e who struggles against social injustice. Is it strange that young people turn to mmmunism rather
than Christianity?
To be a Christian is to be passionately concerned about our
neighbor and to serve him constantly. How urgent it is that this
new orientation develop in our Charch across the -Id,
and that
every new Christian realize that his faith implies positive action
on behalf of others.
2. We must recognize that to love mu neighbor means not only
to give alms but dm to struggle unceasingly to remove the conditions that create poverty; nbt only to sympathize with those who
d e r injustice but also to strive to change the systems which give
rise to such injustice,
To empthis new &ension of love is extremely important
ia our day. It does not mean that we neglect feeding the staning.
But it does mean that if we love the dadng it is more important to
'strive for those sodd changes which will do away with hunger.
This means becoming inmlued in social and politid action and
making our Muence felt for good in those institutions of power in
which the structures of ow society are determined,
C
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3. The Church must have an intensive program for aoM aducation. W e have insisted, and rightly so,that before men's hearts are
changed they can do little to build a more Christian world. But
we have failed to see that the men whose lives have been trans-
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formed by the power of the Gospel must be educated by the
Church to see the impliwtions of their faith for life in society.
How a n this be a o c o m m ? Cmtahiy grater emphasis
must be given to education for s o d responsibility in the church
school, with young people's group and in the trainkg of new
members. L&ewise, we would suggest that each local church
sbwtd have a Committee on Social Education and Action which
would provide an opportunity for open d i s d o n of important
issues and wwld keep church members informed on +c
ways
in which they can express their m
s
e of mpomibility in action.
4. Every Cbrhtian must become an active participant in some of
those projects, movements and institutions in which he can serve
bis fellow men.
This includes all types of tmid service,litaacy work, adult education, m I mnstmction pjeets. But it should not stop there.
If our action is to .have relevance and be effective it needs to be
carried on within t h c ~
institutions which determine the life of
man today. Especdy important in this connection are & labor
movements,farmers' organizations, and poIitics. It is here that the
basic decisions affecting men are being made. The ChrMh cannot flee this responsibility h u s e it is dittlcult. Rather he should
seek it as the will ofGod for his We and work at it as passionately

my Communist dms.
5. W e must develop today a new sense of Christian vocation. God
calls men to m e him not only in his Church but also in sociely,
When Christians in every area of Me m their work as an opportunity which God hat given to them to serve him and their neighbor, a tremendous power for good will be let loose which can have
a great idhence in tddonnhg mciety.
Tbis happened in the Weskyan revival in EngIand. Lord Wilberforce, one of Wesfe)ss converts, felt the d of God to free the
Negro slaves, and gave his life to &at work. The day he died the
English Parliament abolished shivery. Another convert gave his
life and wealth to prison reform, another to care for orphaned
children, another to s r v e the abandoned industrial workers. Each
gave bimseIf to his task in response to the d l of God.
as

Taday WE are &to do the same. We need young people who
feel tbe d of tbe Lord to serve H m in tbe labor movemsnt. f.
politim in betwag race relations.We need doctors, n-,
teachera; and farmers who see in their work the opportunity God has
given thean to serve Him. As this bappens communism will be
codmntd by 0 t h men of passion, equally concerned about
human wd, struggling daily for social justice, who will develop
&istian alternatives to communism and will offer a genuine new
hope for the fume of the world.
If the Communist W a g e ean awaken us in this way to the
needs and qqmrh&es that are before us, our t h e m y we11
mark the b e g h h g of a new and glorious age in the history of
the CMstian church.
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